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UBAID POTTERY FROM KASHKASHOK II
-TYPOLOGY AND CHRONOLOGY -
Tatsundo KOIZUMI*
1. Introduction
The following article concerns the Northern Ubaid Pottery from Tell Kashkashok, tell No. II in northeastern
Syria. The Kashkashok site was excavated in 1987, 1988 by the expedition team from Tokyo University.
I took part in the last season and had the opportunity to investigate the Ubaid and post-Ubaid1' pottery,
most of which were funerary objects from the cemetery in the tell. The pottery vessels were complete
enough to be classified according to vessel shape. In a previous report (Koizumi 1991], vessels were
classified into twenty-one forms according to the author's original scale, patterns of decoration were
described for each example, and brief comparisons with pottery from other sites were made. In this
paper, we shall define our particular typology, explain its merits, variables and classification, make
comparative analyses using a particular method, and present some interpretations arising from our
approach. Our goal here is to propose a reliable chronology for the Ubaid pottery in Kashkashok, which
reflects distinctive patterns of changing modes in the shape, design, and technology in northern Mesopota
mia, and at the same time represents notable features of regional variation in forms and/or attributes
around the fifth millennium B.C.
When considering problems concerning current research into Ubaid pottery, some points about the
Northern Ubaid are particularly relevant. Substantial studies in Ubaid pottery chronology began around the
1950s, principally on the basis of stratigraphic information from Tepe Gawra. In 1949, A.L. Perkins
proposed that, although both Northern and Southern Ubaid cultures, deriving from an identifiable origin, had
formed one culture complex, they pursued their own courses and developed into separate cultures in the
subsequent period [Perkins 1949: 198-99]. She also stressed the twofold division of the Northern Ubaid
[Perkins 1949: 72-73]. J. Oates, using stratigraphic evidence from Eridu, designated al 'Ubaid phases' 1-
4 in southern Mesopotamia in which these changes are gradual and at no point is there a sudden break in
style [J. Oates 1960: 39-40]. P. J. Watson assumed a correlation in time scale between the Northern and
Southern Ubaid, basically accepting the chronological framework of J. Oates and the view of Perkins
[Watson 1965]. E. Porada suggested a correlation between North and South on the basis of artifacts
including, among others, pottery and stamp seals [Porada 1965]. For a long time these chronological
outlines have served as a basic framework for the relative chronology of the Northern Ubaid [Akkermans
1988a: 131].
From the 1970s, a number of surveys on the Ubaid Period have been carried out in northern Syria,
which have expanded our knowledge in that region. Excavations at Yarim Tepe III demonstrated that the
Ubaidian layers directly overlay the final horizons of the Halaf culture and ushered in the beginnings of the
subsequent culture in the northern variant of the latter [Bader, Merpert, and Munchaev 1981: 60]. The
excavations at Tell Leilan provided the first northern Mesopotamian ceramic sequence to be analyzed in a
quantitative fashion, which demonstrated a marked trend towards continuity and gradual change in ceramic
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styles [Schwartz 1982: 336, 338; 1988: 162]. Research at Tell Brak revealed that there was no
identifiable break between the Late 'Ubaid and Uruk pottery, and three shards from the fill in the Eye
Temple deposits suggested the possibility of an early route of contact with the south via the Euphrates and
the Khabur [J. Oates 1987a: 193-94). Excavations at Tell Hammam provided not only strong similarities
in technological development of pottery production, but also local independent developments in rim and
decoration typology between this site and other sites ^Akkermans 1988a: 129]. Akkermans established a
sound chronological scheme for the Northern Ubaid and 'Late Chalcolithic' periods [Aklcermans 1988a: 131;
1988b: 216-27, 310-21].
Surveys of Tell Aray 1 and Tell Abd el-Aziz suggested, on the basis of analysis of particular pottery
types, that these areas in northwestern Syria were influenced more by the Northern Ubaid than the Halaf,
and that the former caused substantial changes to the indigenous tradition of pottery production (Tsuneki
1992: 89]. Excavations at Tell 'Abr proposed it as a possible industrial center for the manufacture and
distribution of Ubaid ware around the site [Hammade and Koike 1991: 686]. Many other surveys
concerned with the Northern Ubaid pottery have been reported in recent years which have yet to be
interpreted in the Northern Ubaid context.
The chronological framework of the Northern Ubaid has been renewed and revised (Schwartz 1982;
1988; Dunham 1983; J. Oates 1987b; Akkermans 1988a; 1988b; Porada, Hansen, and Dunham 1992], as
new evidence, mentioned above, has been accumulated. At the same time, however, it has been
recognized that the relative chronology is complicated by some factors of material distributions and strategy
(J. Oates 1987b: 473-74]. Firstly, with reference to regional variation, the northern Ubaid pottery types
in the upper Balikh valley suggest independent development in shape and decoration [Akkermans 1988a:
129; 1988b: 226], although those in the Jarrah River, a tributary of the Khabur, indicate close affinities with
those from the northern Iraq sites [Schwartz 1982: 281]. Secondly, functional distributions of material
objects may lead to recovery bias, as differences in pottery types may reveal differences in function within
the context in which they are situated [Schwartz 1982: 340; J. Oates 1987b: 473]. Lastly, the limited
number of materials recovered from sites leads to spurious parallels; moreover it is often difficult to
distinguish between one material in situ, the direct result of a particular usage, and another from artificial
fill, disturbed by a later period or phase [J. Oates 1987b: 473].
The research approach suggested in this paper proposes to solve these problems. The region or site
may show similarities with others as well as having its own independent features. The former may be used
for comparative analysis; the latter should establish identity and explain regional variation. The approach,
thus, should consider independent development along a tributary with a cluster of several sites. The
category 'tributary cluster' would be useful to describe regional identity. The approach would, moreover,
be reliable for wider, bolder comparisons with other areas, for example, across northern Mesopotamia and
Syria, and even including the south.
In order to solve the problems of functional distribution, the approach should first pursue separate
analyses for each context: residence, work shop, cemetery, etc. A particular context is selected as the
basis for a principle sequence, and then others are each examined. A quantitative approach towards
pottery typology and technology should, given the limited information available, be sufficient to reflect the
integrated entity composed of many fragments. It should be applied to a context where materials can
securely be classified promoting more reasonable expectations of the integrated entity, thus providing a
reliable background for the analysis.
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2. Site information
Before describing the method the relevant site information will be presented (Fig. 1).
Tell Kashkashok is situated on the west bank of Wadi al Aweiji, a tributary of the Khabur in
northeastern Syria. The complex site consists of four tells of which Kashkashok, tell No. II was
excavated. This tell, located northeast of the tell complex area, is about 100 m in diameter and about 5 m
above the alluvium. The low mound is eroded on the west side, which consequently forms a steeper slope
than the east. A wheat field now covers the surface on the mound. Two seasons of excavations showed
that the mound was first occupied in the Hassuna la period, used as a cemetery in the Ubaid and subsequent
periods, and thereafter utilized in the Islamic and later periods. The stratigraphic layers of the tell were
designated Layer 1 to 4, with the surface layer cultivated by villagers. Over one hundred tombs belonging
to Layer 2 have been excavated in this mound, sixty-three of which have been registered. We found
eighty-six nearly complete pottery vessels during the two seasons, eighty of them from the registered
tombs, three from one registered pit (P 103), and the rest from locations that might have been votive
deposits, unrelated to certain features in Layer 2. Here we shall focus on the eighty-six nearly complete
pottery vessels.
As the analyses in this paper are concerned with pottery vessels found with little stratigraphic
information, comparison with other sites is necessary. Therefore, we shall try to relate 'forms' classified
1 Hammam
2 Kashkashok
3 Brak
4 Leilan 11 Abada
5 Grai Resh 12 Songor
6 Yarim Tepe 13 Ras al 'Amiya
7 Thalathat 14 Eridu
8 Musharifa
9 Arpachiyah
Fig. 1 Site Map
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in an original typology to those from other sites in Northern Mesopotamia and Syria. The context from
which these samples are derived should be considered: residence, public space, cemetery, workshops, etc.
In the following, we briefly explain the location of each site and the context in which the pottery was found.
Tell Hammam, situated on the east bank of the Balikh, is a huge-mound, measuring about 500 X 450 X
45 m. Excavations, which the University of Amsterdam, led by M.N. van Loon, have undertaken on the
east slope of the tell, have revealed that an accumulation of debris can set up a stratigrapic and pottery
sequence at the site [Akkermans 1988a: 109]. Tell Leilan is located on the north side of the confluence of
the Jarrah River, a tributary of the Khabur, and Wadi Qatrani. The site comprises the acropolis,
measuring about 600x300xl5m, and the 'Lower Town', demarcated by the city wall, which was not
inhabited until the late third millennium [Schwartz 1982; 7], In 1979 Yale University, conducted by H.
Weiss, excavated a step trench, designated Operation 1, on the northwest slope of the mound, revealing
stratigraphic units consisting of temporally discrete deposits resulting from human activity; most of
architectural remains were of a domestic character [Schwartz 1982: 13-19; 1988: 163]. Tell Brak is
situated on the west bank of the Jaghjagh River, a tributary of the Khabur. The site is a huge mound,
measuring about 830 X 550 X 40 m. During excavations, which D. Oates has directed since 1976, deep
soundings in Area CH on the south slope of the tell show the gradual transition from Late Ubaid pottery to
Early Uruk within a well-stratified sequence of occupation levels [J. Oates 1987a: 194]. Grai Resh is
located at the southern foot of the Jebel Sinjar. The large tell, measuring about 300 X 200 X 20 m, was
excavated by S. Lloyd in 1939. Excavations on the saddle between two main eminences and on the east
slope indicate nine principal building levels which encompass the gradual transition from Northern Ubaid
pottery to Uruk pottery [Lloyd 1940: 13-15].
Yarim Tepe is located along the Jubara Deresi stream at the south foot of the Jebel Sinjar. The site
consists of five tells one of which, Yarim Tepe III, is situated on the west bank of the stream. The
southern part of the tell merges with the north-western part of Yarim Tepe II where a seven-meter thick
Halaf cultural layer was found during previous expeditions. Yarim Tepe III is the largest of the five tells,
measuring about 200 m in diameter and rising 10 m above the plain. In 1977 excavations by a Soviet
expedition team, directed by R.M. Munchaev, began on the southern slope of the mound and revealed a
single cultural layer, belonging to the Ubaid period, which included up to four building levels [Bader,
Merpert, and Munchaev 1981: 55-56]. Telul eth-Thalathat, located along a Wadi flowing into the Tigris at
the northern foot of the Jebel Ibrahim, consisting of four tells among which Telul eth-Thalathat II is the
lowest, measuring about 100 X 60 X 7 m. Since 1956 excavations carried out at the southern center of the
mound, and the eastern and western sides of the slope, have revealed sixteen strata with architecture and
constructions21 [FukaJ, Horiuchi, and Matsutani 1970: 1-7).
Tall Arpachiyah, a single mound measuring about 67x67x5.5 m, is situated on the east bank of the
Tigris. In 1933 M. E. L. Mallowan excavated several areas of the tell. Excavations of the Ubaid cemetery
on the low-lying west-southwest slope of the mound indicate that the graves can be grouped into early
graves and late graves according to the levels in which each grave was located [Mallowan and Rose 1935:
6-8]. Tepe Gawra, measuring about 120x120x22 m, is situated on the east bank of the Khosr River, a
tributary of the Tigris. This huge tell was excavated by E.A. Speiser and C. Bache since 1930. The
excavations, mainly in the northeast portions of the mound, revealed a stratigraphic sequence of occupation
and pottery types from Late Halaf to Northern Ubaid and Gawra periods, which have enabled the ceramics
to be seen in their own right without being unduly obscured by foreign parallels [Speiser 1935: 9; Tobler
1950). This consistent sequence of stratigraphic accumulations has provided the core for the chronology of
the Northern Ubaid and Gawra (post-Ubaid) periods.
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3. Methods
Leaving aside the contextual information from which comparable examples come, let us now look at the
method of the analysis. In order to pursue changing modes of shape, design, and technology for the Ubaid
and post-Ubaid pottery vessels from the tombs in Kashkashok, it is first necessary to classify pottery
vessels (typology), next to extract variables from the classified vessel forms, and then to order the
attributes on a meaningful time scale (chronology).
1) Typology
Sampling
The pottery vessels of concern here were uncovered from Ubaid and post-Ubaid tombs in the
cemetery. Most of the vessels were in situ and complete, enabling us to get more reliable information for
the reconstruction of past surroundings of Kashkashok, than residences or other features would permit.
Admittedly we deal with a limited samples of the mound, but they are located, as funerary objects, in a
particular context—tombs. As a result, although the samples are much fewer than the total population of
buried pottery under study, the sampling fraction allows us to estimate the probable representation of the
rest of the pottery within a consistent context. It may be said that sampling units consisting of funerary
objects in an unequivocal context, as at Kashkashok, can provide important evidence for approaches such as
typology and chronology.
Definition of typology
One must be able to replicate and verify typology. The structure should always be consistent with
strategy and practice. If other researchers work with same body of pottery vessels, they should be able to
reproduce the same classification using the same criteria, and through typology should be able to express
the defining variables and to support and justify their use through analyses using statistical techniques
[Sinopoli 1991: 46]. Furthermore, it is proposed that the typology is necessary to reconstruct potsherds
into one complete form and to discriminate a particular 'form' from intermediate 'types'. In the present
study, classification and analysis has been carried out on complete, or nearly complete, vessels, which
provides a much more reliable typology and chronology than that possible with potsherds. Potsherds, for
example, consisting of rim parts or base parts represent only a portion of the complete vessel and provide
limited evidence for function, although technological information can be gained even from such potsherds.
Since a cluster of morphological elements integrated into one complete shape or form is very important in
assuming typology and chronology, the classification of complete vessels should intrinsically include the
possibility and flexibility that, even if artifacts are nothing but potsherds, the process of classification and
further analysis would proceed on the same logical consistency as with a complete vessel. In such cases, a
potsherd considered as an artifact sample should be classified as part of one complete vessel form or
identified with a form which is as similar as possible, and the variables or attributes of the sample would be
analyzed within the particular context of the complete sample.
Classifying a vessel, ambiguous in terms of 'type', as a certain 'form' is also important; 'type' is a
combination of many possible variables used for classification, while 'form' represents one variable—shape
—selected from them. 'Type' may have several aspects which can be typologically definited, but 'form'
may have a more limited unequivocal meaning. Although at first, we can not always assign samples to a
particular type, these vessels may be classified adequately to a proper form within a certain range of shape.
The range should be determined on a quantitative scale so that the category can be easily reconstructed on
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the same scale by other researchers. The 'form' classification is necessary for the following analysis which
requires a consistent framework of grouping and the distinctive boundary of each vessel.
Variable selection
Considering the merits mentioned above for vessel classification, it is necessary that the shape of
complete vessels be chosen as the prime variable for classification and the other variables—manufacture,
decoration, temper, surface treatment—be supplementary in determining the order of attributes extracted
from these forms for further analysis. The first step in classifying pottery vessels requires the selection of
variables useful for the purposes of the typology [Adams and Adams 1991: 189]. The variables should aiao
reflect, to a greater or lesser degree, conscious decisions on the original potter's part [Sinopoli 1991: 43J,
in which some purpose might be included in the process of vessel production. Two variables are proposed
to fulfill such requirements: the orientation of the end of vessel wall and the profile of the vessel body.
The former means the gradient (a) at the end of vessel wall-that is, the angle between the horizon and
the tangent at the end of the vessel's core line (Fig. 2). This variable represents the degree to which the
mouth of the vessel opens and includes three quantitative attributes—closed, vertical, opened—that can be
relatively ordered on the degree scale. Further attributes are added for detailed classification; the ratio
between height (h) and diameter (r) of the vessel, which is useful for comparing samples and clustering
them into particular categories:
A. Sharply Closed End : a<603'
B. Closed End : 60^a<85
C. Vertical End : 85Sa<95
D. Slightly Opened End : 95ga, r/2^h
E. Opened End : 95Sa, r/4^h<r/2
F. Widely Opened End : 95^a, h<r/4
Considering the degree to which the end of "vessel wall" is closed or opened, "Jars" are said to be a
particular variant of the form "Sharply Closed vessel" (mentioned below) from which many kinds of jars are
developed with turned ends of bodies—necks (Fig. 2). If a "bowl" has a gradient of less than sixty
degrees at the point where the turned end meets the body, it is called a "jar."
The latter variable (body profile) means the degree to which the profile of the body is curved, and
consists of three principle attributes: out-turned, straight, incurved. It is assumed that in cross section the
body line is a composite of these three lines. There is actually one profile with a simple straight or curved
line, for example, "Deep plate" or "Hemispherical bowl," and another revealing a complex situation with the
joining different principle lines, "Cup-like vessel." In the former, the simple profile or contour is composed
of a smooth straight or incurved line, while in the latter the different lines are connected at certain points,
forming one combined body line, out-turned and incurved, straight and incurved, or others41, hi the
pottery from Kashkashok, 'two' variant lines are connected at one point on the body profile with "the upper
line" above and "the lower line" below. It could also be said that, during production, the potter's conscious
determining of the shape of vessel body is actually reflected in the act of joining those different profile lines.
It would appear, therefore, that this point is not only a convenient one to explain the shape of the body
profile, but also a practical one on which the potter intended to put his hand. The mutual combinations
between "the upper lines"—out-turned, straight, and incurved—and "the lower lines"—out-turned,
straight, and incurved—provide nine shapes. Additionally, when considering whether the joint is
smoothed or carinated, eighteen shapes are possible (Fig. 3). The nine patterns observed on the
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A1. Simple
End
(D.I. =0)
A. Sharply A2. Short
Turned End
(n.l.<h/20)
// A3.-A5.
'Middle Turned
End
(h/20£n.l.<h/3)
A6. Long
Turned End
D- Slightly Opened (r/2Sh)
Opened (r/4<h<r/2)
r __
Widely Opened (h<r/4)
Fig. 2 Orientation of vessel wall ends
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Kashkashok vessels are among these. Furthermore, these patterns are integrated into the following
'three profiles' which may well be considered as representing the main outline of the body shape (Fig. 4).
The fundamental outline of "form" is theoretically seen as a combination of the two variables: the
orientation of vessel wall at the end and the profile of the body. The former may have "A" to "F"
attributes associated with a round or flat base variant, resulting in twelve shapes; the latter may result in
the eighteen shapes mentioned above. Although the combination of both the 12 and 18 shapes could
produce 216 patterns in theory, parts of them may be used as real forms (Fig. 5). As there is little
advantage in using a complicated table for the typology, it is proposed that the "A" to "F" attributes of the
orientation variable and the "1" to "3" attributes of the profile variable be the basis for the following
classifications. While the former variable is, of course, a quantitative one measurable on a numerical scale
(degree), the latter is a qualitative one measurable on an ordinal scale (profile line). It is really as a
classificatory process in determining one pottery form, therefore, that, when an attribute is chosen from the
six ones in the former variable, another supplementary attribute is selected from the three in the latter
variable5'.
The attribute selections for the typology need more detailed sub-variables in the "A" group of the
"degree" variable. Jar vessels are the most common pottery in the "A" group and have more variants for
the end of the vessel wall or the neck than the "B-F" group. The end or neck sub-variable really
represents the prime characteristic of the vessel form, which can adequately determine the shape. When
the end of vessel in the "A" group has been divided into simple or turned, the turned end can be sub-divided
into short, middle, and long according to the length of the turned end (e.l.) (Fig. 2). Furthermore,
although the short turned end is not considered to be a neck, the middle and long turned end is regarded as
a jar neck. The middle turned end, hence, can be sorted into several necks mostly according to the angle
upper line lower line . _,
I. S-shaped Profile: out-turned + incurved
2. Straight Profile: single straight
straight + incurved
out-turned + straight
3. Incurved Profile:
single incurved /
straight + straight
(carinated) r \
straight + incurved /
(carinated)
incurved + straight
(carinated) \
incurved + incurved
(carinated)
Fig. 4 "Three Profiles" composed of nine patterns
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Fig. 5 Total combinations of "End" and "lines"
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between the neck core line and the vessel core line at the joint (n.a.: neck angle): simple, everted, and
collared (the last neck is always connected with an overhanging rim):
Al. Simple End : e.l.=0
A2. Short Turned End : e.l. <h/20
Middle Turned End : h/20^e.l.<h/3
A3. Simple Neck : 60<n.a.gl20
A4. Everted Neck : n.a.S60
A5. Collared Neck (overhanging rim) : n.a. S120
A6. Long Turned End : h/3^ e.l.
The simple neck (from the middle turned end jars) has a straight or splayed rim. The everted neck is
sharply bent and the collared neck, with its overhanging rim, is straight or vertical with a protruding rim.
The profile of the body of the "A" group can be assigned to the "Incurved Profile" from the three
profiles, but not to the "S-shaped Profile" nor "Straight Profile." The "Incurved Profile" for the "Simple
Neck (A3)" may be subdivided into four variants according to the body shape:
3a. Oval Profile : b.h^m.d (b.h.: body height; m.d.: maximum diameter;
m.d.i.: maximum diameter location)
3b. Heart-shaped Profile : b.h<m.d, 2/3 (b.h.)gm.d.L
3c. Globular Profile : b.h<m.d, 1/3 ((b.h.)^m.d.l.<2/3 (b.h.)
3d. Flask-shaped Profile : b.h<m.d, m.d.l.<l/3 (b.h.)
The combination of one attribute among the "A" end of vessel wall (Sharply Closed End) as
sub-variable and another attribute which is the "3" profile (Incurved Profile) with the sub-variable of the
body shape (3a to 3d) can produce a particular "form" (Fig. 6).
As well as the "A" group, the "B" to "F" attributes of the degree variable may also be combined with
the "1" to "3" attributes of the body profile variable (Fig. 7). Under this classification, the "D" (Slightly
Opened) and the "E" (Opened) attributes are subdivided into two variants according to the base shape:
round base and flat base1'1.
As the forms mentioned above are composed of simple shapes excluding appendages or attachments
such as handles, lugs, ledges, and others, it is necessary to take into account "other complicated forms"
with particular additional structures: vessel with handle, vessel with lug, ledged vessel, spouted vessel,
double-mouthed vessel, offering stand, and others. We will consider these other forms composed of
complicated structures as well as the simple forms.
2) Chronology (comparative analysis)
The variables, explained above, were selected for the typology or classification of pottery vessels in
the hope of achieving more accurate recognition and reliable identification of the pottery forms. In the
procedure and process of constructing the classification an effort has been made to be logically consistent in
terms of satisfying the aims of the exercise: replicability, verifiability, and availability. Once the typological
classification is established, the next step is to analyse vessel forms according to certain meaningful criteria,
on occasion to search for patterns or determine chronological relationships [Adams and Adams 1991: 208;
Sinopoli 1991: 65]. It can be said, truly, that as one variable is selected to determine more precise
classification, another aims to reveal a more reliable chronology, as with the attributes. It is reasonable
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that the variable or attribute, which has been useful in recognizing one pattern—classification—, may also
adequately represent another pattern—chronology—, but we often find that the former may only slightly
overlap with the latter. Therefore, the former should be considered as the first process towards reaching
our goal and the latter the next one. To avoid both of them being taken as one without due consideration,
the procedure of determining another variable or attribute is needed in the search for notable patterns.
The attributes in certain variables which have been used for the classification of vessel forms are examined
as a prime factor for comparison. The attributes, which can reflect some changing modes in morphological
characteristics, are also selected for comparative analysis. Ideally the attributes meaningful for classifica
tion would also be helpful for comparison. Both objectives, however, should be clearly separated to
prevent ambiguity. The two groups of attributes, employed for different purposes, should be ordered on
two respective scales: typology and chronology. We, therefore, need to prepare another step in the
analysis to accomplish the chronological goals.
As no stratigraphic information was available at Kashkashok during the excavations, it is presumed that
either an intrinsic sequence or an extrinsic sequence may be used to rearrange vessel forms on the time
scale. A frequency seriation concerned with each form is best for an intrinsic sequence". However the
numbers are insufficient for statistical analysis (we have only eighty-six samples and only about ten, at most,
examples for each form) and the length of time each vessel was in use can not be securely determined;
therefore, it is necessary that an extrinsic sequence, consisting of comparisons with examples from other
sites, be applied. In this analysis certain attributes, which appear to be sensitive to temporal change,
should be abstracted from one site context in Kashkashok.
The comparative analysis includes selection of a site context, abstraction of attributes, arrangement
and standardization of them, comparison between them and those of Kashkashok, seriation of the latter, and
combination of them into a particular form. First, from the several types of contexts found in other sites
(cemetery, residence, public space, and others), a cemetery context is clearly the most reliable for relative
comparisons with the Kashkashok. The context at Tell Arpachiyah, thus, is considered to resemble that of
Kashkashok and to be adequate for comparison. Second, after selection of the site context, variables are
carefully observed in order to find changing modes in the pottery vessels found at Arpachiyah. As
mentioned above, it is necessary to select variables for the analysis which differ from those previously
established for classification. Certain attributes, sensitive in revealing changing processes on morphologi
cal or other characteristics, are, then, extracted from these variables. Third, the abstraction of attributes
leads to an arrangement of them, where with sufficient these attributes can be ordered into a stratigraphic
sequence within the site. When information is lacking, evidence of stratigraphic relations can be taken
from other sites where the excavations have been executed under a recognized stratigraphic sequence, and
support the original sequence mostly consisting of attributes gathered from the burial context of Arpachiyah.
The sequence of attributes in one context supplemented by that from other contexts forms the standard for
the following analysis. This sequence can be made up of a single attribute or a cluster of many attributes.
Fourth, according to the standard sequence of attributes or clusters within a certain vessel form,
comparisons between these attributes and those of Kashkashok are made for each vessel form. This
comparative analysis is founded on the assumption that the sequence of changing attributes for shapes is
closely related within the same context; it may be possible to synchronize some of the morphological or
technological changes of vessel form with Northern Ubaid sites. Fifth, during the comparative analysis,
the attributions extracted from the vessel form found at Kashkashok which comparable to those at other
sites are seriated into a sequence within Kashkashok. This seriated order of attributes makes a prime
sequence of form, suitable to the standardized ordering established above. Finally, the seriated order of
attributes or clusters can be identified with the chronological sequence of particular examples; those
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attributes into which a vessel has been separated are combined into one vessel form. The combination
process of attributes or clusters is supplemented by other information: technological characteristics and
design motifs.
4. Analysis
Having described the methodological aspect of the analysis, let us now turn to the comparison of each form.
In this chapter, I use the following abbreviations of book titles from which a number of plates or figures and
comments are cited in the analysis:
M & R: MaUowan and Rose 1935;
Tb: Toblerl950;
Ak: Akkermans 1988b or 1988c;
Sw: Schwartz 1988;
F, H & M: Fukai, Horiuchi, and Matsutani 1970;
Eg: Egami 1958;
Og: Oguchi 1987;
Ot6: J. Oates 1986;
Off: J- Oates 1987a
The heading of each section gives the name of each vessel form (or modified form) which has been
described in the previous report [Koizumi 1991]. The combination of one variable (orientation of the end)
and another variable (profile line), enclosed by square brackets, is described for each "form." The vessel
figures cited in this paper are to scale (1/4); the each number enclosed by round brackets refers to the
original plate number of the above report (Figs. 8 to 22).
1) Bowls with sharply incurved vessel walls
[Al or A2: Sharply Closed, Simple End or Short Turned End + 3: Incurved Profile]
(Fig. 8: PL. 86-1-4)
This form is identical to the "pot" or the "jar without neck." The end of the vessel body is sharply
closed and the rim is simple. The gradient at the end of vessel wall—that is, the angle between the
horizon and the tangent at the end of the vessel's core line—is less than sixty degrees. In profile the body
is roundly curved, and either carinated or not. The analysis of this form is added to that of the following
form.
2) Bowls with incurved vessel walls
[B: Closed End + 3: Incurved Profile]
(Fig. 8: PL. 86-5-14)
This form is a variation of "Hemispherical bowls." The end of the vessel body is slightly closed. The
gradient at the end of vessel wall is equal to or greater than sixty degrees, but less than eighty-five. The
rim is almost simple. The body is round in profile.
Specimens similar to these forms are known from Arpachiyah (Bowls with Wide Mouths and Rounded
Bases, and Bowls with Wide Mouths and Flat Bases). The round base, which is frequent among examples
from "deep levels" or "main graves," is replaced by the flat base in examples from "late graves" or "related
deposits." We shall call the former levels or graves as 'early phase' and the latter graves or deposits as
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'late phase' in the following analysis. The ratio of round bases to the total number of the bases in the early
phase is 7/7 (M & R: Figs. 26-1, 2, 27-4, 28-1, 30-4, 34-7, 39-9], and that of the round base and the
fiat base In the late phase is 3/7 [M & R: Figs. 26-3, 28-4, 29-3] and 4/7 [M & R: Figs. 31-1, 7, 8, 39-
2] respectively, with a flat example from an uncertain phase [M & R: Fig. 41-17]. The simple rim is
common in the early (5/7) and the late phases (4/7), and the flat rim is prevalent in the late phase (2/7) [M
& R: Fig. 31-7, 8], as is the out-turned rim (3/7) [M & R: Figs. 31-7, 8, 39-2]. Two pieces with
combinations of flat and out-turned are also in the late phase. Although carinated vessels are not popular in
either phase, carination located at a higher position on the vessel wall is found in the early phase [M & R:
Figs. 26-2, 27-4].
Although a few examples from other sites indicate a change in base shape similar to that at Arpachiyah,
some from Tepe Gawra (Bowls with contracted rims) show similar patterns of change to the vessel form
under analysis. From Strata XVII to XV the round base is popular [Tb: PLs. CXXI-100, CXXIV-126,
127] but in Strata XIII the flat base also comes into fashion [Tb: PLs. CXXVII-172, CXXVIII-191] as does
the ring base (Tb: PL. CXXVII-173]. A similar tendency for the appearance of a flat base in the Later
Northern Ubaid phase has been suggested [Porada, Hansen, and Dunham 1992: Fig. 11-1]. It can be
observed from the examples of Gawra that the flat or beveled and the out-turned or outrolled rims, rather
than the simple, appear in the slightly later phase (Gawra XIII) [Tb: PLs. CXXVII-172, CXXVIII-183,
191]. The tendency towards changing rim shape through phases is also perceptible in the other sites:
simple in Hammam IVA (Thick-walled plain-rim bowls) [Ak: PL. 72-57, 58], Leilan Via (Closed Inverted
Lip rims) [Sw: Fig. 69-1—3], and Thalathat XIV (Bowls with the rims sharply curving inward; Bowls with
globe-like shapes) (F, H & M: PL. 77-6, 17]; flat or out-turned in from Hammam IVC (Closed bowls) [Ak:
PL. 81-165, 166], Leilan VIb (Closed Slightly Inverted Concave Beaded rims) [Sw: Fig. 66-1, 5], and
Thalathat XIII (Glass-shaped vessels) [F, H & M: PL. 71-21], although there are several pieces with a
"bead rim" in Hammam IVA and IVB (Pots with outrolled lips) [Ak: PLs. 73-73, 78-146] and others with
out-turned rim in Thalathat XIV [F, H & M: PLs. 76-21, 77-18]. The change in location of carination on
the vessel wall is found in examples reported from Hammam, Leilan, Thalathat, and Gawra. The sharp
carination located higher up on the vessel wall is popular in the earlier phase (Ak: PL. 72-61, 62; Sw: Fig.
69-2, 3; F, H & M: PL. 75-8, 9; Tb: PL. CXXI-100] and the gentle carination, located at a lower position,
is more common in the later phase [Ak: PLs. 81-166, 82-170; Sw: Figs. 64-1, 66-1; F, H & M: 40; Tb:
PL. CXXVII-168].
The vessels from the other sites, which are similar to "Bowls with sharply incurved vessel walls" and
"Bowls with incurved vessel walls" from Kashkashok, have a few patterns of change related to morphologi
cal features: base, rim, and carination. These patterns also visible on examples from the other sites
permit comparative analysis with patterns in Kashkashok. The seriation is based on the comparison of
materials from a similar context to that of Kashkashok (cemetery one at Arpachiyah) supplemented by
stratigraphic data from other sites. A useful arrangement of attributes taken from examples at other sites,
and compared with those from Kashkashok, is as follows:
earlier phase
Base: round
PL. 86-1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 12, (13, 14)
Rim: simple
PL. 86-1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12
Carination: high-located
PL. 86-2, 3
later phase further later phases
flat (ring)
86-5, 7, 10, 11, (4, 9)
flat or out-turned outrolled
86-5, 7 86-4
low-located
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This sequence of changing attributes is seriated into the combined one below (Fig. 8).
earlier phase
high carination
PL. 86-2, 3
round base
+
simple rim
86-1, 6, 8, 12
later phase
flat base
i
simple or flat rim
86-5, 7, 10, 11
further later phases
flat base
_i_T
outrolled rim
86-4
(86-9) (86-13, 14)
86-1 -—_L—- 06-10 ^— —' B6
Fig. 8 Bowls with sharply incurved or incurved vessel walls
The combinations of tapered rim and highly-located carination (PL. 86-13) and out-turned rim and
highly-located carination (PL. 86-14) are distinctive in the chronological sequence. The former is found in
vessels in a tomb at Gawra IX (Deep bowl with a round base and sloping shoulders contracting to a flat rim)
[Tb: PL. CIII-2], Brak (Late Uruk fill) [0t6: Fig. 4-81], Hammam VB (Bowl with an incurving rim at a
sharply cut angle) [Ak: PL. 103-70], and Leilan V (Stratum 47-46) [Sw: Fig. 58-13); the latter is
comparable to pieces from Brak (Late Uruk fill) [Ot6: Fig. 4-79] and Hammam VB (Ak: PL. 104-75).
These examples are restricted to the Late post-Ubaid phases, except for the Leiian specimen. Vessels
with similar shapes have been reported from earlier phases (Ubaid) at the sites, but these examples can be
distinguished from PL. 86-13, 14 by their surface treatment. In the former the surface is mostly
smoothed and in the latter it is scraped. The technological difference between them can be assigned to a
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changing mode in pottery production, which might have been prevalent in northern Mesopotamia during the
Late Ubaid to Terminal Ubaid. Considering the evidence mentioned above, PL. 86-13, 14 found at
Kashkashok can be roughly designated to the further later phases.
PL. 86-9 is outstanding among the "Bowls with incurved vessel walls," because of the manner of its
production and painting. This vessel appears to have been made by a combined technique of ring-building
and a slow turning on the tournette. The inner base of the vessel is thumb-pressed to a diameter of about
1.0 cm, and the inner surface of the lower body is treated by parallel finger striations. A negative motif
design covers the entire outside surface: a horizontal row of six circles between plain bands drawn by the
way of leaving a reserve of body. Although negative painting is popular in the later northern Ubaid phase,
the production using a slow-turning device (wheel) corresponds to a far later phase (Terminal Ubaid).
More detailed comments of this technological feature will be described later in this paper.
3) Hemispherical bowls
[C: Vertical End 4- 3: Incurved Profile)
(Fig. 9: PL. 87-1-7)
This form is roughly hemispherical in shape. The end of the vessel wall rises vertically. The
gradient at the end of the vessel wall is equal to or greater than eighty-five degrees, but less than
ninety-five. The rim is generally tapered, but in a few examples it is beveled (PL. 87-1), flat (PL. 87-3),
or slightly grooved (PL. 87-4). This form is usually round in profile and has a flat base.
A vessel form similar to "Hemispherical bowl" of Kashkashok is found at Arpachiyah (Bowls with Wide
Mouths and Round Bases; Bowls with Wide Mouths and Flat Bases). Comparable vessels are round base
in the early phase [M & B: Figs. 29-7, 30-1, 2, 39-10], and flat or round in the late phase [M & R: Figs.
28-2, 30-3, 5, 31-3]. The ratio of round bases in the early phase is 4/4 and that of flat and round in the
late phase is 3/4 and 1/4 respectively. The rim is mostly simple (early: 3/4, late: 3/4) except that flat
rims occur in both phases [M & R: Figs. 29-7, 30-5], The last example is a single piece found in the iate
phase (1/4), slightly carinated in lower body. Change in rim shape and carination is less noticeable than
that of base for this vessel form excavated at Arpachiyah.
Similar examples to "Hemispherical bowls" have been found at Hammam, Leilan, Thalathat, and
Gawra. Base shape is generally round in the earlier phase, Thalathat XIV [F, H & M: PL. 74-15] and
Gawra XVII [Tb: PL. CXXI-93], but the flat base also appears in the later phase, Thalathat XUI [F, H &
M: PL. 71-14] and Gawra XIII [Tb: PL CXXVIII-184, 187]R>, although a larger vessel used as a burial
urn (Burial 6) with a round base has been reported from Leilan VIb (Stratum 57) [Sw: Fig. 65-3]. In
these sites rims of comparable forms are diverse. That at Hammam is mostly simple but a "bead rim" is
also common in Period IVA to VB [Ak: PLs. 73-79, 79-148, 86-219, 93-280, 99-23, 105-81]. At Leilan
both simple and flat rims are frequent throughout Period VI (Open Flat rims; Open Simple rims) [Sw: Figs.
63-3, 4, 67-1, 5]. Examples of simple rims are common in Gawra XVIII to XII [Tb: PLs. CXXI-93, 96,
CXXVII-175, CXXXIII-245), but those with out-turned rims also appear in Gawra XIII [Tb: PL. CXXX-
207, 208]. Similar vessels, with slight carination near the base, occur less frequently than non-carinated
vessels in Hammam IVA and Thalathat XIII [Ak: PL. 69-23; F, H & M: PL. 71-17]. Examples, in which
carination is abrupt and located higher on the vessel, have been reported from Hammam VA and Gawra XI
[Ak: PL. 99-28; Tb: PL. CXLIV-382].
Specimens similar to "Hemispherical bowls" found at Kashkashok show a changing pattern in base
shape: round in the earlier phase and flat in the later phase. This sequence, however, is less prominent
than in "Bowls with incurved vessel walls." Other variables, such as rim and carination, differ too greatly
to be representative of a changing mode in vessel shape. In addition, comparable shapes, assigned to the
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Early Northern Ubaid phase, are painted with distinct motifs [J. Oates 1987b: 482; Porada, Hansen, and
Dunham 1992: 90], whereas "Hemispherical bowls" at Kashkashok are rarely decorated. It has also been
noted that a scraping technique has often been applied to the lower body of this form, which differs from the
previous forms. A comparison between the base attribute at Kashkashok and others is as follows {Fig. 9).
earlier phase
PL. 87-,3, 4, 5, 6
later phase
round/flat
87-1, 2, 7
Fig. 9 Hemispherical bowls
PL. 87-1 shows a notable tracing of the surface: the lower body near the base is scraped with two
tracing lines possibly made by a scraping tool such as a flint scraper. This scraping technique is
reminiscent of the "Flint-scraped bowls" found at Goksun in central Anatolia [Brown 1967: 132, Fig. 5).
The negative painting, which is seen on the outside of PL. 87-7, is characteristic of the Late Northern
Ubaid phases.
4) Cup-like vessels
(D: Slightly Opened End+ 1: S-shaped Profile, with Round Base]
(Fig. 10: PL. 87-9-11)
This form is a variation of "Bell-shaped bowls." Whereas "Bell-shaped bowls" have a round base,
"Cup-like vessels" have a rather pointed one. In addition, the latter appear to have a longer height-to-rim-
diameter ratio: the height is approximately one and half times the radius of the rim. Flaring rims, slightly
S-shaped profiles, and thin vessel walls are characteristic of both forms.
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A comparable form, which has been found in the early phase at Arpachiyah, is a squat in proportion
having a height which is less than half the diameter of the rim (Bowls with Wide Mouths and Round Bases)
[M & K: Fig. 29-1, 2, 4]. The vessel form is similar not to "Cup-like vessels," but to "Bell-shaped bowl."
The rim tapers slightly and the base is round. Such variables as proportion, rim, and base have only one
attribute for each variable respectively; squat, tapered, and round. The cluster of these combined
attributes represents "Bell-shaped bowls" in the early phase at Arpachiyah. Painted motifs on the form
found at Arpachiyah also show a remarkable pattern with a number of running patterns between two solid
horizontal bands beneath the rim, and a single horizontal band near the base. In particular, the latter
decoration always appears on the lower part of the vessel near the bottom, whatever motifs are decorated
on the upper part beneath the rim [M & R: Fig. 29-1, 2, 4).
A vessel form comparable to "Bell-shaped bowls" or "Cup-like vessels" is also known from other sites.
A similar vessel with both squat and tall bodies in Hammam IVA (Flaring plain-rim bowls with S-shaped
profiles) [Ak: PL. 68] and Gawra XIX-XVII [Tb: PLs. CXX-83, 87, CXXI-91), but with a tall body only in
Hammam IVB-C (Cup-like vessels) [Ak: PLs. 77-127, 128, 83-179, 180] and Gawra XVII [Tb: PL. CXX-
84, 85]. Additionally, an example of the former has been reported from Leilan Via {Open Pinched rims)
[Sw: Fig. 67-9] and the latter from Thalathat XIII (Bowls with S-shaped cross sections) [F, H & M: PL.
71-13]. The rim is usually tapered or slightly tapered. Single horizontal bands near the base are
decorated on the squat body specimens found at Gawra XIX-XVII, but not on the tall body at the same site.
The latter has a bolder and simpler design than the former. There is a clear tendency for painted motifs to
change from more complicated to bolder.
It is assumed, therefore, that with regard to "Bell-shaped bowls" or "Cup-like vessels," the sequence
for the changing mode of shape and motif is the following. The vessel form in the previous stage of the
earlier phase is squat (or tall) in proportion and has a single horizontal band near the base, but a tall variety
without this motif prevails in the subsequent stage or phase; while this combined pattern of squat proportion
and single painted band near the base can be assigned to Ubaid 3a, another pattern of tall proportion and
bold design can be assigned to Ubaid 3b and Ubaid 4. The "Bell-shaped bowl with single painted band near
base" is a distinguishing ceramic feature of the Early Northern Ubaid phase (Ubaid 3a) [J. Oates 1987b:
482; Porada, Hansen, and Dunham 1992: 90]. At the same time, the "Cup-like vessel" or "simple cup" is
also an index marker for Ubaid 3b and Ubaid 4 [J. Oates 1987b: 482; Ak: 223]. The comparison of these
results with examples found at Kashkashok is given as a combination of attributes (Fig. 10).
further early phase
Proportion: squat
+
Painting: single band near base
and/or complicated motif
early phase
bold motif
PL. 87-9, 10
late phase
bold motif
Fig. 10 Cup-like vessels
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Painted motifs on cup-like vessels recovered at Kashkashok are designed on the outside. Two water
drops are prominent among them (PL. 87-10, 11). Although PL. 87-10 is similar to specimens found at
Eridu VI-VII [Safar, Mustafa, and Lloyd 1981: Fig. 78-9, 12], the combination of a slightly squatter
proportion than PL. 87-9, 11 and a solid-painting of the base reminds us of the squat body and single band
near the base91. On the other hand, PL. 87-11 has a bolder, more geometric design and a distinctive
technological feature in that the surface treatment on the inside of the base suggests use of a slow turning
device as with PL. 90-7; the lower outside of the vessel wall is scraped. Furthermore, PL. 87-9 has
three horizontal bands with narrower intervals between them, similar to a specimen found at Hammam IVB
[Ak: PL. 77-127]. These comparisons using the combined attributes place dispose PL. 87-9, 10 in the
subsequent stage of the earlier phase and PL. 87-11 in the further later phase (Terminal Ubaid).
5) Open bowls with straight vessel walls
[D: Slightly Opened End + 2: Straight Profile, with Flat Base]
(Fig. 11: PL. 87-8)
This form is an opened bowl with straight sides. The end of vessel wall is slightly opened, and the
gradient at the end of vessel wall is equal to or greater than ninety-five degrees. The height is greater
than half the diameter of the rim. In profile, the body line is mildly carinated at the middle. The base is
flat. The analysis of this form is added to the next form.
6) Shallow bowls with straight vessel walls
[E: Opened End+ 2: Straight Profile, with Round Base]
(Fig. 11: PL. 87-12, 13)
This bowl form also has an opened mouth and straight sides. The end of vessel wall is slightly more
opened than in the previous form. The gradient at the end of the vessel wall is equal to or greater than
ninety-five degrees and the height is equal to or greater than a quarter of the rim's diameter, but less than
half. The rim is simple. The base is rounded.
The forms of "Open bowls with straight vessel walls" and "Shallow bowls with straight vessel walls"
are two varieties of an open bowl with straight profile. The following analysis, therefore, will deal not only
with the former variety or form, but also with the latter. The two forms are included in one category,
"with straight side," because the variable of the body profile—straight or incurved—is more discriminating
than that of the height-to-rim-diameter ratio—h^r/2 or h<r/2. In this paper, hence, "Open bowls with
straight vessel walls" and "Shallow bowls with straight vessel walls" are sorted into one cluster within which
an analysis will be done, rather than "Open bowls with straight vessel walls" and "Open bowls with incurved
vessel walls" would be.
Most vessels similar to "Open bowls with straight vessel walls" found at Arpachiyah have a slightly
deeper body than "Shallow bowls with straight vessel walls" in that the height is greater than half the
diameter of the rim (Bowls with Wide Mouths and Rounded Bases; Bowls with Wide Mouths and Flat
Bases) [M & R: Figs. 27-2, 31-2, 4, 38-2, 39-7], though a few examples where the height is equal to or
less than the diameter of the rim are shallow (M & R: Figs. 27-5, 29-5]. Both forms are concentrated in
the early phase; most of them have flat or slightly flat bases (M & R: Figs. 27-5, 29-5, 31-2], except for
one which is round [M & R: Fig. 38-2]. Only one piece in the late phase has a flat base [M & R: Fig. 31-
4]. The rim in all these forms is simple or tapered.
Specimens comparable to "Open bowls with straight vessel walls" or "Shallow bowls with straight
vessel walls" have been reported from other sites: Hammam (Flaring plain-rim bowls), Leilan (Open Simple
rims; Open Flat rims), Thalathat (Shallower bowls with large opening of mouths; Deeper bowls with large
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opening of mouths), and Gawra (Bowls with round bases; Sub-variety of bell-shaped bowls). These
vessels mostly have the large body height to rim diameter ratio of the former form [Ak: PL. 68-5, 12; Sw:
Fig. 62-5; F, H & M: PL. 76-12, 13; Tb: PLs. CXX-88. CXXI-89, 90]. A cluster of the vessel forms is
roughly divided into two varieties, the first with a slightly flat base and the second with a slightly pointed
base. The former variety has an inverted-trapezium profile the shortest side of which is gently rounded.
Vessels with a similar profile have been observed at Gawra below XVIII, XIII, XII (Tb: PLs. CXXI-99,
CXXVII-177, CXXXIII-240] and Thalathat VIII to Vila [Eg: Fig. 54-5]. On the other hand, the latter
variety has an inverted-triangular profile with a rounded summit. Pieces similar to this variety have been
found at Gawra XVIII, below XII, XII [Tb: PLs. CXXI-89, CXXXIII-238, 239]. Related forms have also
been recovered at Hammam IVA (Ak: PL. 68-5, 7, 12), Leilan VIa,VIb [Sw: Figs. 62-5, 67-10), and
Thalathat XIV (F, H & M: PL. 74-11, 17). As these pieces are without bases, it is estimated on the
degree of curvature of the profile that they would have had a slightly pointed or round base.
No distinctive pattern of change in rim or base through some phases can be observed in vessels similar
to the "Open bowls with straight vessel walls" nor the "Shallow bowls with straight vessel walls."
However, at Arpachiyah while a slightly flat base is characteristic of the early phase, a flat base continues to
occur through the early and late phase [M &. R: Fig. 31-2, 4). The evidence does not really fit the case of
Gawra where slightly flat bases are found in Strata below XVIII to XII; but, it is comparable with PL. 87-8
from Kashkashok (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 Open or Shallow bowls with straight vessel walls
PL. 87-12 is elaborately burnished on both sides; a similar example has been recovered at Gawra XIII
(Tb: PL. CXXVII-174). Species comparable to PL. 87-12 in shape, however, are also known from
Gawra XI [Tb: PL. CXLIV-372, 373). These vessels resemble one another in their combination of
shallow body and simple rim; the resemblance is not seen in the former example from Gawra XIII. At
Gawra XIA there are some notable trends: burnished surface, coarser fabrics, thicker vessel walls, and
large pebble temper. These characteristics are found in PL. 87-12 from Kashkashok. The gray or black
burnished surface, moreover, is often seen at Hammam VB [Ak: 313]. The upper exterior of PL. 87-13
is completely finger-pressed and the lower exterior is crudely scraped. PL. 87-13 has aspects comparable
to "Platters" found at Brak (level 9) [Ot6: Fig. 1-1, 2): lower exterior crudely cut, coarsely handmade,
brown paste, and chaff temper. The "Platters," however, have flat bases. PL. 87-12, 13 are, hence,
assigned to the post-Ubaid phases in northern Mesopotamia.
7) Deep plates
[E: Opened End+ 2: Straight Profile, with Flat Base]
(Fig. 12: PLs. 88, 89-1-4)
This form is similar to the "large basin" or "shallow bowl with flat base." The body sides are nearly
straight and open widely. The gradient at the end of the vessel wall, and the ratio of height to rim
diameter is roughly equal to that of "Shallow bowls with straight vessel walls." The bases of both forms,
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however, are distinctly different: one (Deep plates) has a flat base, and the other a round base. The rims
of "Deep plates" are slightly tapered and out-turned; on the whole, the base is rather thinner than the
vessel wall. A thick base is the exception (PL. 89-4). One of the most notable characteristics of "Deep
plates" is the pattern of designs painted on the inside. The commonest design consists of a broad,
sweeping band with three contiguous scallops.
A vessel form comparable to "Deep plates" has been reported from Arpachiyah (Large Basins with Flat
Bases) [M & R: Fig. 32], only in the late phase. This form usually has a straight or slightly out-turned
profile with a narrow base. The thickness of the sides is equal to or greater than that of the base; the base
is flat or slightly flat. Sweeping bands are painted on the inside except for an undulating motif between
horizontal bands which is painted on the outside.
Similar examples have been found at Hammam (Very wide bowls), Leilan (Open Pinched rims),
Thalathat (Shallower bowls with large opening of mouths), and Gawra (Bowls with straight sides and flat
bases). The profile and the thickness of these vessels, in particular, provide useful information on
changing modes of shape through time (phases). At Gawra XVIII there is a specimen which has straight
sides, a wide flat base, and a uniformed thickness of the vessel wall and base [Tb: PL. CXIX-77]. At
Gawra XIII a standardized form, also been reported at Arpachiyah, has been found; the vessel form is
straight in profile with a narrow base and a uniformly thinner vessel wall and base than the above example
[Tb: PL. CXXV1I-179). In addition, characteristic pieces appear at Gawra XIA [Tb: PL. CXLI-328,
330); these vessels have almost straight body sides with a slightly out-turned upper wall near the run, a
base, wider than the example from Gawra XIII but not as wide as that from Gawra XVIII mentioned above,
and a base thicker than the vessel wall10'. Some fragments suggesting a sequence of changing attributes
related closely to that observed at Gawra are recognizable in Hammam, Leilan, and Thalathat. Vessels
which have been reported from Hammam IVC and Thalathat XIII have nearly straight body sides and a
narrow base (estimated) the thickness of which is equal to or less than that of the sides [Ak: PL. 84-188;
F, H & M: PL. 71-4, 6, 8]. Other specimens found at Hammam VA (Coba bowls) and Thalathat VHb, Vila
have a slightly wider base than the previous examples; this base is rather thicker than the vessel wall [Ak:
PL. 99-25, 26; Eg: Figs. 51-1, 53-7].
The motif painted on the inside is remarkable: sweeping bands, scallops, or sweeping bands with
scallops. These painted designs seem to be representative of each site where those examples have been
uncovered, rather than indicative of temporal change. The sweeping bands are seen at Arpachiyah [M &
R: Fig. 32), the scallops at Leilan VIb (later Ubaid phase) [Sw: Fig. 63-9) and Thalathat XIII, IXa [F, H &
M: PL. 71-4, 5, 7), and the sweeping bands with scallops111 at Gawra XIII [Tb: PL. CXXVII-179).
The above analysis suggests a standardized arrangement of changing attributes and comparison with
those from Kashkashok:
earlier phase later phase further later phases
straight side nearly straight side slightly out-turned or straight side
Thickness:
wider base narrow base
PLs. 89-1 (89-3) 88-1, 2, 3, 89-2 (88-4)
side = base side£ base
PLs. 89-1, 3 88-1, 2, 4, 89-2
slightly wider base
side< base
89-4
According to arrangement and comparison, the vessels from Kashkashok can be seriated into the
following sequence in which the changing attributes of the examples are combined together (Fig. 12).
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earlier phase later phase further later phases
straight side (nearly straight) nearly straight nearly straight nearly straight
wider base slightly narrow
side=base side = base
narrow very narrow very narrow
+ + +
side^base side >base side<base
(scraped surface)
88-1, 2, 3, 89-2 88-4 89-4
Fig. 12 Deep plates
PL. 89-3 closely resembles PL. 89-1 in profile and thickness attributes. The base of the former is,
however, slightly narrower than that of the latter. PL. 89-3 can be placed at a particular position in this
sequence table. PL. 88-4 is roughly scraped on the outside of the lower body, which distinguishes it from
a cluster of PL. 88-1, 2, 3. Since this example, moreover, has a much narrower base than PL. 89-1 and
3, PL. 88-4 can be placed in that category on the above sequence.
PL. 89-4 is closely related to the so-called "Coba bowls," the most characteristic shape in Hammam
VA [Ak: 304]. The "Coba bowls" and PL. 89-4 have several points in common: straight sides and flat
base, coarse surface scraped near the base, plant temper, and brown-orange (reddish brown) color [Ak:
PL. 99-24—27). "Coba bowls" have been proposed as distinctive Early Uruk pottery [J. Oates 1987b:
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482] and as "proto-Beveled rim bowls" [Ak: 317; Sw: 73]. In addition, PL. 89-4 has the narrowest base
of all the examples of this form in Kashkashok. In Kashkashok it has been observed that with "Deep
plates" there is a remarkable tendency for the base change from wider to narrower through phases, which
is opposite to that which occurs in other sites. The phenomenon is thought to be the result of different
contexts: burial in the former site and non-burial in the latter sites. This assumption is confirmed by the
evidence at Gawra: while the vessels from non-burial contexts show the tendency for the base of the form
to widen between Stratum XIII and XI as described above, the examples from a tomb belonging to Stratum
IX [Tb: PL. CIII-5] have a rather narrow base.
8) Jars with wide shoulders
[A3: Sharply Closed, Middle Turned End and Simple Neck + 3b: Incurved Profile, Oval Body]
(Fig. 13: PL. 89-5)
This jar form has somewhat wide and flat shoulder. The middle turned end of the body forms a
medium-sized neck that tapers to the rim; the neck length is equal to or greater than one-twentieth of the
height, but less than one-third. In profile the body line is heart-shaped; the
body height is less than the maximum diameter of the body. The maximum
diameter is located just above two-thirds of the body height. The base is /-
slightly pointed (Fig. 13). ( ^
Similar vessel forms have never been reported from other sites in northern V //
Mesopotamia except for Tepe Gawra. Specimens with pointed bases compar- ^~-J_-— as-s
able to the "Jars with wide shoulders" have been found at Gawra XV, XIA, XI Fig. 13 Jar with wide
(Jars with fiat or sloping shoulders) [Tb: PLs. CXXVI-157, CXLIII-355, shoulder
CXLVII-419].
9) Globular jars with round bases
[A3: Middle Turned End, Simple Neck+ 3c: Incurved Profile, Globular Body, with Round Base)
(Fig. 14: PL. 89-6-14)
This jar has a globular body with round base. The ratio of neck length to height is similar to that of
"Jars with wide shoulders." The neck rises straight to a simple, slightly-tapered rim. In profile the body
is nearly globular: the body height is less than the maximum diameter, which is located about midway on the
vessel, at a point between one-third and two-thirds of the height. In profile the body, however, appears
rather ovoid than the form mentioned below. Necks of this form range from long (PL. 89-9, 10, 11), to
middle (PL. 89-7, 12), to short (PL. 89-6, 8, 13). The length of long necks is equal to or greater than half
of the neck's diameter, and that of the middle, equal to or greater than one-third and less than half, and that
of the short, less than one-third.
A similar form has been recovered at Arpachiyah. Specimens with long necks (Bottles) [M & R:
Figs. 35-1, 2, 39-4] and with short necks (Bellied Vases with Short Necks and Rounded Bases) [M & R:
Figs. 33-6, 7, 35-5] have been found in the early phase; the frequency ratios of the former and the latter
are the same, 3/6. On the other hand, only one piece with a short neck has been reported from the late
phase [M & R: Fig. 41-20]. Body catenation is absent, except for one piece with a short neck (M & R:
Fig. 40-3].
Vessels similar to this form are known from Thalathat (Globular jars with the short necks flaring
slightly outward), Gawra (Jars with globular bodies and round bases), and so forth. Those with long necks
have been reported not only from the earlier phase, Thalathat XIV [F, H & M: PL. 73-2], but also from
the later phases, Gawra XIII, XII [Tb: PLs. CXXXI-215, CXL-312, 317). Other examples with short
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necks have been found both in the earlier phase, Thalathat XIV [F, H & M: PLs. 72-21, 73-6] and Gawra
below XVII-XV [Tb: PLs. CXXII-105, 106, CXXVI-150, 155], and at the later phases, Thalathat XIII,
Vllb/a [F, H & M: PL. 77-8; Eg: Figs. 51-14, 54-3] and Gawra below XII-XI, IX (Tb: PLs. CXXXIX-
310, 311, CXL-313, CXLII-352, 354, CXLVII-418, 421], Since no distinctive trend nor pattern can be
seen, it may be said that "Globular jars with round bases" were in used from through the earlier to later
phases, without any notable change in morphological features.
However, some vessels from Kashkashok, defined by a combination of specific detailed attributes,
stand out. PL. 89-9, 10, with a combination of longer neck and rather pointed base, is similar to a
specimen found at Gawra below XII [Tb: PL. CXL-317]. These vessels may also resemble the "Jar with
oval body," with a body height equal to or greater than the maximum diameter of the body. Although this
vessel form has not been found at Kashkashok, the form has been reported from Arpachiyah (early phase)
[M & R: Figs. 35-9, 40-6] and Gawra XVI [Tb: PL. CXXVI-159]. This "oval" form is restricted to the
Early Northern Ubaid phase. In addition, the inner base of PL. 89-6, 14 show traces of the use of a
slow-turning wheel in production. Since such traces have not been observed on other "Globular jars with
round bases," these two examples are probably from a further later phase such as the Terminal Ubaid with
respect to this technological attribute (Fig. 14).
Fig. 14 Globular jars with round bases
10) Globular jars with flat bases
[A3: Middle Turned End, Simple Neck+ 3c: Incurved Profile, Globular Body, with Flat Base]
(Fig. 15: PLs. 89-15-17, 90-1-4)
This jar form also has a globular body. The ratios of neck length to height and of body height to
maximum body diameter are similar to those of the form described above. In profile the body is also
globular: the maximum diameter of the body is located midway up the jar, as with the above form. The
neck of this form ranges from long (PL. 89-15, 16) to short (PL. 90-3, 4), as in the above form. The
neck length of the long variety is equal to or greater than half of the neck's diameter, and that of the short
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variety, less than one-third. This form (Globular jars with flat bases) is clearly distinguishable from the
above one in its flat base.
A comparable form is known from Arpacliiyah. Vessels with long necks have been reported from the
early phase (Bottles) [M & R: Figs. 35-4, 6, 40-2, 4), and those with short necks (Vases with High Necks
and Flat Bases; Vases with Wide Mouths, Angular Shoulders or Bellies, and Flat Bases; Large Jars with
Flat or Rounded Bases and Pronounced Bellies) [M & R: Figs. 33-5, 36-6, 37-2, 3, 39-3) as well as long
ones [M & R: Fig. 36-4, 5] from the late phase. While the examples with long necks show no carination
of the body in either phase, those with short or middle neck have a sharply or gently carinated body (M &
R: Figs. 34-3, 37-5]. A combination of short or middle neck and carination for "Globular jars with flat
bases" is, therefore, restricted to the late phase. This attribute, carination, is not observed in the
"Globular jars with round bases."
Pieces similar to "Globular jars with flat bases" have been found at Thaiathat and Gawra (Jars with
globular bodies and flat bases). The short neck variety of this form is more common in both sites; this
variety has been recovered from Thaiathat XIV, VUb, Vila [F, H & M: PL. 72-13; Eg: Figs, 51-9, 12,
53-2] and Gawra XVIII, XV, below XII, XIA (Tb: PLs. CXXII-103, 104, CXXVI-151, CXXXVII-289,
CXLIII-358]. The presence of vessels with short necks, hence, ranges from the earlier phase to the
further later phases (Terminal Ubaid or Early post-Ubaid). There is no conspicuous evidence for periodic
changes in this variety. It is notable, however, that the examples found at Gawra blelow XVIII, XVIII are
funerary objects from graves (Squat Jars) [Tb: PL. CXXII-103, 104, 108]. These have slightly splayed,
short necks and carinated bodies and, except for rim shape, resemble the "Jars with short everted necks."
Comparable vessels have been reported from Brak XIV, XIII [Ot7: Fig. 3-4, 5], though their base and
carination are uncertain. It is not easy, therefore, to place those vessels comparable to "Globular jars with
flat bases" in a particular sequence of changing attributes (Fig. 15).
Fig. 15 Globular jars with flat bases
In spite of the difficulty in placing these pieces in a sequence some form excavated from Kashkashok
are of particular interest. PL. 89-15, 16, with splayed, longer necks, are similar to vessels from the early
and late phases at Arpachiyah [M & R: Figs. 35-4, 36-4, 5]. PL. 90-3 has a narrow neck and splayed
rim, which is similar to pieces from Abada II (Type 4: Necked jars) [Jasim 1985: Fig. 177-h] and Songor A
(Form a: Small vase-like jar) [Kamada and Ohtsu 1991: Fig. 4-1, 2]. PL. 90-4, with its wide mouth and
short neck, is comparable to specimens found at Gawra XII, XIA (Tb: PLs. CXXXVII-293, CXLII-354],
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though the latter have a round base.
11) Jars with short everted necks
[A4: Middle Turned End, Everted Neck+ 3: Incurved Profile]
(Fig. 16: PL. 90-7-9)
This jar form has a sharply everted rim at an angle of less than sixty degrees. The ratios of neck
length to height and of body height to maximum body diameter, and the location of the maximum diameter,
are similar to the above forms. The short neck ends in a tapered rim which is straight or slightly
out-turned. In profile the body is the same as "Globular jars," with a rounded base.
Comparable examples are known from both early and late phases at Arpachiyah. All of these vessels
are sharply or gently carinated in the middle of the body. Sharply carinated vessels (Bellied Vases with
Short Necks and Rounded Bases) [M & R: Fig. 34-4] and gently carinated ones (Large Jars with Flat or
Rounded Bases and Pronounced Bellies) [M & R: Figs. 37-1, 41-19] have been reported from the early
phase, but in the late phase only the sharply carinated pieces occur [M & R: Figs. 33-1, 2, 3, 4, 34-2].
Carination changes from gentle or sharp one in the early phase to sharp in the later phase. The neck,
however, varies from straight to slightly out-turned in both phases; this attribute does not seem to change
through phases. One exceptional specimen was restored from fragments found in the Tepe House level,
TT3 [M & R: 71, Fig. 40-5]. It has a ring base and a burnished outer surface.
Pieces similar to "Jars with short everted necks" have been found at other sites. Those which have
globular bodies, but are not carinated, and ring bases are known from Gawra IX (Ring-based pots) [Tb: PL.
CXLVI-409] and Tell Musharifa I—III [Og: 54, Fig. 14-12], although the neck of the latter is more
out-turned than the former. A similar specimen has also been recovered from Brak (Beautifully burnished
Early Umkjars) [Ot7: Fig. 3-10].
Some distinctive features in a change in body profile can be observed: examples in the earlier and later
phases, as at Arpachiyah, have carinated bodies, changing to globular bodies without carination in the
further later phases (Early post-Ubaid and Late post-Ubaid), as at Gawra, Musharifa, and Brak. The
arrangement of these changing attributes is as follows (Fig. 16).
earlier phase
sharply or gently
carinated
later phase
sharply carinated
further later phases
globular
PL. 90-7, 8, 9
Fig. 16 Jars with short everted necks
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Except for the base, PL. 90-9 is comparable to the above piece found at Musharifa 1—III. Although
another example found at this site [Og: Fig. 14-25] is not the "Jars with short everted necks" form but one
of the "Globular jars with round bases," this specimen is closely related to PL. 90-9. In addition, the
combination of finely burnished surface, vegetable temper, and reddish brown or pale brown to orange color
is common to PL. 90-8, 9 and the specimen from Brak (Early Uruk} mentioned above. Both vessels from
Kashkashok, thus, are closely related to the "burnished red ware" from Brak (Early Uruk) [Ot6: 251], or
"red-slipped burnished pottery" from Hammam VA [Ak: 312-13]. PL. 90-7, with a roughly scraped
surface, instead of a burnished one, shows signs on the inner surface of the base of having been produced
by a slow turning device (wheel). PL. 90-7 may then be placed in the further later phase (Terminal Ubaid
or Early post-Ubaid).
12) Jars with overhanging rims
[A5: Middle Turned End, Collared Neck and Overhanging Rim+ 3: Incurved Profile]
(Fig. 17: PLs. 90-5, 6, 10-15, 91-1, 2)
This form is a variation, with protruded rims, of "Globular jars," including "Jars with carinated bodies."
It is characterized by an overhanging rim which sticks straight out from a straight neck. The ratios of neck
length to height and of body height to maximum body diameter are identical to the above forms. The body
profile is also closely similar: globular or slightly carinated. The base is either round, slightly flat, or flat.
Similar examples have been reported from Arpachiyah. The end of the rim protrudes in the early
phase (Vases with Wide Mouths, Angular Shoulders or Bellies, and Flat Bases) [M & R: Fig. 36-8], but in
the late phase the protrusion almost disappears or is slightly bent [M & R: Figs. 33-9, 36-3, 7]. A
sharply carinated body and flat base are common in both these phases. Therefore, the rim attribute can
indicate a changing mode in morphology.
Vessels similar to "Jars with overhanging rims" are known from Leilan (Closed Tall-necked rims),
Thalathat (Jars with fiat bases, globular bodies, and sharp flections between the neck and the body), Gawra
(Jars with flat, overhanging rims), and others. While a piece reported from Thalathat XIV [F, H & M: PL.
73-3) has a protruded rim, that from Thalathat XIII has a slightly bent one [F, H & M: PL. 72-1]. The
subsequent Layers (Vllb, Vila) provide specimens with faintly protruded rims [Eg: Figs. 51-15, 53-1].
The last three examples have round bodies without carination, and flat or slightly flat bases. At Gawra,
pieces with distinctly protruded ends have been reported from Strata XV, XIII, below XII (Tb: PLs.
CXXV-148, 149, CXXX-212, CXL-315], though other pieces with faintly protruded or slightly bent rims
come from Strata XIII, below XA, XA, X [Tb: 143, PLs. CXXXI-214, CXLVII-424, CXLVIII-431, 433].
In particular, since both one from Stratum below XII [Tb: PL. CXL-315] and another from Stratum below
XA [Tb: PL. CXLVIII-431] arc funerary objects, the tendency towards change in the protruded rim, from
distinct to faint, may have applied within the burial context. Vessels among those found at Strata XIII,
below XII, X [Tb: PLs. CXXXI-214, CXL-315, CXLVII-424] have sharply carinated bodies, but others
have globular ones without carination. The base of these vessels at the site is mostly round, with one
exception which is flat [Tb: PL. CXXXI-214]. While Specimens found in Leilan Via (Stratum 58) have
distinctly protruded [Sw: Fig. 68-2, 3], those at Leilan VIb (Stratum 52a) have faintly protruded ones [Sw:
Fig. 66-9]. Moreover, specimens reported from the Early Uruk phase (Early Uruk structures) at Brak
[Ot7: 196-97, Fig. 3-12] and the Late Uruk phase (level 9) [Ot6: Fig. 2-14, 15], though with corrugated
necks, and Musharifa I-III [Og: Fig. 14-5, 6] have faintly protruded or slightly bent rims, and round or
slightly round bodies. From Hammam comparable pieces have been reported (Bead-rim angle-necked jars)
[Ak: PLs. 73-82, 83, 95-290, 291, 102-60, 61, 103-62-64]. These jars are rarely found at Hammam
IVA, but become more common in Hammam IVC-IVD [Ak: 210, 214]. All of them have faintly
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overhanging (outrolled) rims, which is different from the other examples above. A flaring beaded rim,
moreover, is very rare at Hammam (Ak: 225].
The protruded rim of "Jars with overhanging rims" changes from distinct in the earlier phase (Northern
Early Ubaid) to faint or slightly bent in the later phases (Northern Late Ubaid and subsequent phases). At
the same time, a change in body profile is recognizable, from sharply carinated in the earlier and later
phases to slightly carinated or round in the further later phases. The arrangement of these changing
attributes, which are extracted from pieces found at other sites including Arpachiyah, and comparisons with
those of Kashkashok are the following:
earlier phase later phase further later phases
Rim: distinct faint
PLs. 90-14, 91-1 90-6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 91-2
Body: carinated slightly carinated round
PLs. 90-5, 14, 91-1 90-6, 10, 11, 91-2 90-12, 13, 15
The examples found at Kashkashok, with a combination of these ordered attributes, are seriated below
(Fig. 17).
earlier phase
distinct rim
carinated body
(90-5) 90-14, 91-1
/ (LIB \\
later phase
faint rim
slightly carinated body
90-6, 10, 11, 91-2
further later phases
faint rim
round body
90-12, 13, 15
V _^
Fig. 17 Jars with overhanging rims
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PL. 90-5 with a gray paste and a sharply carinated body is clearly distinguishable from other vessels
with a red, reddish brown, or brown paste and rather gently carinated or round body. Examples
comparable to the vessel in shape and painted designs are known from Arpachiyah TT 7 or earlier (Squat
vases with high-splayed neck and egg stippling design) [M & R: Fig. 64-6, 9, 10]. A similar piece has also
been reported from a Ubaid grave at Tell Songor A (Form d: Small carinated jar) [Kamada and Ohtsu 1991:
Fig. 4-5], and has the same shape and paste as PL. 90-5. In addition, PL. 90-15 is remarkable for the
burnished surface which is not found on the other vessels.
13) Jars with high necks
[A6: Long Turned End+ 3: Incurved Profile]
(Fig. 18: PL. 91-3, 4)
This jar form has a conspicuous long neck. The long, turned end of the body forms the long neck: the
neck length is equal to or greater than one-third of the height. The long neck ends in a simple rim with a
slight outward curving. In profile the body is globular. The base is round, or slightly flat.
Only one specimen comparable to this vessel form has been recovered in the early phase at Arpachiyah
(Tall vase with an abnormally high funnel-like neck and splayed rim) (M & R: Fig. 39-11], and has a
splayed neck, globular body, and flat base. Other examples have also been reported from Gawra and
Thalathat. Among those from Gawra, one vessel from Stratum XVII has a straight neck and a round base
(Jars with high necks) [Tb: PL. CXX-81), another from Stratum XIII a slightly splayed neck and a round
base [Tb: PL. CXXXI-219], and a third from Stratum XII has a splayed neck and a flat base (Bottles) [Tb:
PL. CXL-321]. Other example found at Thalathat Vllb have a slightly splayed neck and a flat base (a
long-necked pot) (Eg: Fig. 53-4]. While no remarkable pattern of change in this vessel form is detected
at Arpachiyah, a slight tendency may be observed at Gawra: a combination of straight neck and round base
in the earlier phase (XVII) changes to a slightly splayed neck and round base in the later phase (XIII), and a
more pronounced splayed neck and flat base in the subsequent phase (XII). On the basis of this changing
pattern for this combination of attributes, the above specimen found at Thalathat may be equated with the
end of the later phase and the beginning of the subsequent phase. This combination sequence, however,
does not seem to be applicable to the vessels found at Kashkashok. These vessels should, therefore, be
compared individually with other examples which have several other similar features.
PL. 91-4 is comparable to the above example reported from Arpachiyah (early phase) in its slightly
outward curving neck and slightly flat base and to those from Gawra XVII, XIII in the smooth surface of the
neck. On the other hand, PL. 91-3 is similar to the previous specimen from Thalathat Vllb in the uneven
surface of the long neck. Those comparisons may place PL. 91-3, 4 as follows (Fig. 18).
14) Jars with single loop handle
[Other complicated form]
(Fig. 19: PL. 91-5-7)
This jar form has a handle. Without a handle, it is the same as "Globular jars." The base of this form
is flat or slightly flat. The comparative analysis of the form will be added to that of the following form.
15) Jars with two loop handles
[Other complicated form)
(Fig. 19: PL. 91-8, 9)
This is another jar form with a handle. The shape without a handle is the same as "Globular jars."
The most prominent feature is the loop handles which are attached from the neck to the shoulder, as if
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earlier phase further later phase
Surface treatment: smoother surface uneven surface
Fig. 18 Jars with high necks
utility were not a concern. The neck is straighter than in "Globular jars," but not as straight as "Jars with
short everted necks." The rim is simple or tapered. The base is flat.
Vessels similar to "Jars with single loop handle" or "Jars with two loop handles" have not been reported
from Arpachiyah, but those with lug handles are found (Lugged Vases/late phase) [M & R: Fig. 34-1, 5,
6]. All of them have four lugs perforated horizontally. As for other sites, pieces comparable to "Jars with
single loop handle" have been found at Gawra XIII [Tb: PL. CXXXI-223], and those similar to "Jars with
two loop handles" at Gawra XVI, XIII (Tb: PLs. CXXVI-153, CXXX-213). Furthermore, the latter form
seems to a closely resemble vessels from Hammam IVA, IVB [Ak: PLs. 74-95, 79-lSfi] and Thalathat
XIV [F, H & M: PL. 78-1, 2, 3). It can be observed, however, that PL. 91-8, 9 are different from those
examples in some respects. First, the former vessels, from Kashkashok, have far smaller handles than
the latter (all examples from other sites), which might have been rarely used. In fact no distinct trace of
use has been found on the loop handles of the former, in contrast to those of "Jars with single loop handle."
In addition, "Jars with two loop handles" have a rather sharply everted rim at an angle of less than ninety
degrees, resembling "Jars with short everted necks." The pieces found at other sites, however, have less
strongly-everted rims at an angle of greater than ninety degrees. Finally, the painting on this vessel form
is remarkable: a single undulating line between horizontal bands on the neck and running zigzags around the
shoulder. A larger, geometric motif composed of interweaving triangles and semicircles runs around the
vessel, between the smaller zigzag on the shoulder and a single solid band near the base. This is the most
graceful design pattern found at Kashkashok. A comparable design has been reported form Leilan Via
(Sw: Fig. 68-13], but the geometric motif composed of interweaving triangles and semicircles of this
example is not as symmetrical as that of Kashkashok: one end of this geometric unit is rather thicker than
the other. A more outstanding difference between them is the size of the motif: that of Kashkashok is
several times larger than that of Leilan. Since the motif found at Leilan Via has been compared with
■'running petal patterns" at Ras al 'Amiya [Stronach 1961: 118, PLs. XLV-8, L1V-8; Schwartz 1982: 269),
PL. 91-8, 9 may be assigned to a further developed stage of this motif design, which is subsequent to that
of Ras al 'Amiya through that of Leilan Via.
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The comparative analysis may enable the vessels from Kashkashok to be placed into the following (Fig.
earlier/later phase
large
PL, 91-5, 6, 7
further later phase
small
91-8, 9
Fig. 19 Jars with single or double loop handles
16) Jars with nipple lugs
[Other complicated form]
(Fig. 20: PL. 91-10)
This jar form has a lug, but is otherwise identical to "Globular jars," with a somewhat thicker profile.
The edge of the rim is flattened and the base is round. Three groups of two nipple lugs are attached on
the shoulder; each lug has a diameter of around 1.0 cm.
The nipple lugs attached on PL. 91-10 are comparable to those on
vessels reported from Musharifa I—III (Og: Fig. 14-19] and Hammam VB
(Ak: PL. 108-103), though the latter two examples have no neck. The v^j -
shape of PL. 91-10, without nipple lugs, is the same as "Globular jars with \ / /
round bases"; it is comparable to pieces with shorter necks which have \
often been found the later phase in Northern Ubaid sites. PL. 91-10, ^-->__
thus, can be placed in the later phase. „. 9ft . ., . . .Fig. 20 Jar with nipple lugs
17) Bottles
[B: Closed End+ 2: Straight Profile;
(Fig. 21: PL. 92-1)
This vessel is a form of bowl which the wall curves slightly inwards.
The gradient at the end of the vessel wall is greater than sixty degrees, and
less than eighty-five. The slightly out-turned side rises to a simple rim.
In profile the vessel is nearly straight. The base is flat. As similar
examples are rare from other sites, it is difficult to compare PL. 92-1 with
them.
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18) Small pottery
(Other form]
(Fig. 22: PL. 92-2-13)
This form is identical to miniature pottery. Both the height and the maximum diameter are less than
9.0 cm. The shapes of this form fall into the various forms of pottery classified above, irrespective of size.
The commonest shape is "Globular jars" (PL. 92-2 —10), mostly with flat or slightly fiat bases, straight and
short necks, and simple rims. Exceptions include a rather longish neck (PL. 92-10) and faintly overhang
ing rim (PL. 92-9). Other small pottery vessels include a "Jar with single loop handle" {PL. 92-11), a "Jar
with pierced rim" or "Ledged jar" (PL. 92-12), and a unclassified bowl (PL. 92-13). The "Ledged jar" will
be independently described and analysed later.
Similar vessels have been found at Arpachiyah (Miniature Pottery), consisting of globular jars [M & R:
Figs. 41-6, 8, 15, 42-1), a bowl with an incurved vessel wall [M & R: Fig. 43-7), a shallow bowl [M & R:
Fig. 42-2], and a deep plate [M & R: Fig. 42-7]. It is uncertain whether these small vessels are from the
early or late phase, although two examples with globular bodies and a round or flat base belong to the early
phase [M & R: Fig. 41-8, 15). It is, therefore, difficult to detect any tendency towards change among the
small vessels. Similar pieces from Gawra, however, are identical to globular jars: splayed neck and sharply
or gently carinated body in the earner phases (below XVIIl-below XVII) [Tb: PL. CXXIII-115, 116, 119).
Since no vessel found at Kashkashok is similar to the small globular jars with splayed neck from Gawra,
it might be said that PL. 92-2-8 fit the later phases (Late Northern Ubaid or Terminal Ubaid). PL. 92-9,
moreover, fits the further later phase (Early post-Ubaid), judging from a combination of faintly protruded
rim and round body without carination, as seen in "Jars with overhanging rims."
Fig. 22 Small pottery
19) Ledged jars
[Other complicated form]
(Fig. 22: PL. 92-12)
This form has a ledged rim. The shape is similar to "Globular jars with flat bases." The end of the
body seems to be separated into the inner ledge and the outer neck which is pierced and out-turned. The
four pierced holes are symmetrically arranged.
Comparable vessels are known form Arpachiyah (Deep Jars with Rounded Base and Ledge on the
Inside below the Rim/late phase) [M & R: Fig. 38-1], Gawra XIII [Tb: PL. CXXX-210), and Thalathat
XIV, XIII, X (Jar with ring-shaped projection inside the neck) [F, H & M: PLs. 72-2, 75-5, 11; Eg: Fig.
55-6). In particular, those from the last site have been recognized as dominant in Stratum XIV, though
also found in Strata XIII, XII [F, H & M: 40]. Therefore, PL. 92-12, the one example found at
Kashkashok, can be fitted into the early and later phases in the Northern Ubaid period.
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5. Interpretations
After defining and establishing the original typology, we have analysed the vessels from Tell Kashkashok
mainly to establish a relative chronology. Before revealing the results, we stress again that the procedure
for the comparative analysis applied here consists of three main parts. The first process is analysis:
selection of site context (cemetery), abstraction of variables and attributes from each vessel form,
arrangement of changing attributes on a stratigraphic sequence extracted from other sites, and further
standardization. The second is comparison: comparison between changing attributes from other sites and
those from Kashkashok. The third is synthesis: sedation of the latter linked with the ordering of the
former, combination of the separated attributes into one whole vessel form, and if needed, a supplementary
description of detailed examples.
The remarkable patterns of changing attributes for particular forms, reported from Kashkashok, have
been recognized through the comparative analysis. The shape attributes include rim (simple, flat,
out-turned, outrolled/distinct, faint), neck (long, short /straight, out-turned), body profile (round, gently
carinated, sharply carinated), and base (round, slightly fiat, flat). Distinctive combinations of attributes,
represented as vessel forms, develop into slightly different ones according to changes of shape attributes
with technological and/or design changes. An outline of the chronological conclusions is shown in figure
3.
The above table indicates distinctive tendencies of change in morphological modes in the Kashkashok
forms and the identity of the site. Since the notable trends in the site have been compared with the
context of other sites, the former principally reflects the latter. A mere description of the tendencies
which have been observed at Kashkashok is not sufficient for the interpretive stage which follows.
Therefore, we shall consider not only the outstanding forms and attributes, but also the rare or absent
forms and attributes, some of which are known from the other sites.
1) Relative chronology
Forms
The chronological table is helpful in determining the time duration of the Kashkashok pottery: the
phase in which the earliest pottery is found, and that of the latest; the duration of the phase in which the
pottery vessel occurs. The earliest forms or examples are "Bowls with sharply incurved vessel walls"
[Al, A2+3] (PL. 86-2, 3), "Cup-like vessels" [D + l, r] (87-9, 1(1), "Deep plates" [E+2, f] (89-1, 3),
"Jars with overhanging rims" [A5+3] (90-5, 14, 91-1), and "Jars with high necks" [A6+3] (91-4). The
latest forms or examples are "Bowls with incurved vessel walls" [B + 3j (86-13, 14). It is estimated from
the comparative analysis that the earliest vessels belong to the Early Northern Ubaid phase (Ubaid 3b), and
the latest to the Late post-Ubaid (Gawra or Uruk) phase. Other vessel forms or examples, of course, are
assigned to the time between these phases.
However, there are several forms useful as phase indicators, which have not been recognized at
Kashkashok. With regard to the earlier phase, we can demonstrate that, although the "Bell-shaped bowl"
is a remarkable form of the previous stage of the Early Northern Ubaid phase (Ubaid 3a), this form has not
yet been recovered at Kashkashok. The "bell-shaped bowl with single band near base," in particular, has
been reported from a burial context at Arpachiyah (early phase) [Mallowan and Rose 1935: Fig. 29-1, 2,
4], and from other contexts at Gawra XIX-XVII [Tobler 1950: PLs. CXX-83, 87, CXXI-91]. This
distinct motif (single band near base) is also painted on "a sub-variety of bell-shaped bowls" from Gawra
XVIII, below XVII (graves) [Tobler 1950: PLs. CXX-88, CXXI-89, 90) and appears only in the Via Strata
[Al, A2orB + 3] [D + l, r] [D+2, f/E+2, r] [E+2, f]
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Fig. 23(1) Chronological Table of Ubaid and post-Ubaid pottery from Kashkashok II (Scale 1:8)
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Fig. 23 (2) Chronological Table of Ubaid and post-Ubaid pottery from Kashkashok II (Scale 1:8)
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at Leilan [Schwartz 1988: 74], At the same time, some examples similar to "Open bowls with straight
vessel walls" [D + 2, f] or "Shallow bowls with straight vessel walls" [E + 2, r] have a distinctive painted
pattern: "triangles connected by cross-hatched bands" on the form mentioned above from Gawra XVIII,
below XVII [Tobler 1950: PL. CXXI-89, 90], and "triangles bisected by an impaled ladder pattern" on
"Deep Bowls with Round Base" from Arpachiyah (early phase) [Mallowan and Rose 1935: Fig. 38-2].
Comparable examples have been found at Thalathat XIV [Fukai, Horiuchi, and Matsutani 1970: PL. 74-11,
17], and Hammam IVA [Akkermans 1988b: PL. 68-5]. The fact that these distinctive forms, or forms
with certain painted designs have never been recovered at Kashkashok, therefore, indicates that the
earliest phase of the site can be assigned to the subsequent stage of the Early Northern Ubaid phase (Ubaid
3b).
Another notable form, for non-existence at Kashkashok, is "tortoise vessels." Several pieces similar
to this form has been reported from Brak (Ubaid level) [J. Oates 1987a: 193-94], Gawra XVII [Tobler
1950: PL. CXXIII-113], Songor A (grave 1) [Kamada and Ohtsu 1991: Fig. 5-P13], Ras al 'Amiya
[Stronach 1961: PL. LVI-3), Abada I [Jasim 1985: Fig. 192], and Eridu XIII-VIII [Safar, Mustafa and
Lloyd 1981: 155, Fig. 82-9]. These examples are mostly restricted to the earlier stage of the Early
Northern Ubaid phase (Ubaid 3a). On the other hand, there are some sites where not yet have been found
any "tortoise vessels" as well as Kashkashok: Leilan, Arpachiyah, Thalathat, and Hammam. For the
regional variation, the vessels are known from Brak, but not from Leilan in the Khabur; those from Gawra,
but not from Arpachiyah in the Tigris. From the point of view for contexts, in addition, the specimens at
Songor A has been uncovered from the burial context, but no examples from the cemetery at Arpachiyah
nor Eridu. The comparisons let us assume that the "tortoise vessels" form is an indicator for the earlier
part of the Early Northern Ubaid phase, though there is still left a problem for explaining the situation that
no examples have been found from any early graves at Arpachiyah. A solution has yet to be done.
With reference to the later phase, there are no examples similar to the "Wide flower pots" from Brak
(level 10, 7) [J. Oates 1986: Fig. 3-44, 45) or the "flat-based bowls" from Gawra XI-IX [Tobler 1950:
155, PL. CXLIV-367—371]; nothing resembling the "corrugated vessels" from Brak (level 12-9) [J. Oates
1986: 251, Fig. 2-14-18; Fielden 1981: PL. 4-32, 33] or from Leilan V (46-47) [Schwartz 1988: Fig. 60-
5); no examples related to the true "Casserole" or "Platters" of Brak mentioned above. From the
evidence, the latest phase of Kashkashok can be attributed to the Early post-Ubaid phase, although this
proposal contradicts previous beliefs; this analysis is based on pieces from non-burial contexts.
In respect to the duration of pottery distribution, we distinguish several distinctive patterns: some
forms continue from the earlier phase to the later phases; others are concentrated within a certain phase;
the rest appear, at intervals, in several phases. The first pattern includes "Bowls with (sharply) incurved
vessel walls" [Al, A2, B+3], "Hemispherical bowls" [C+3], "Deep plates" [E + 2, f), "Globular jars with
round bases" [A3 + 3c, r], "Globular jars with flat bases" [A3 + 3c, fj, and "Jars with overhanging rims"
[A5 + 3). Almost all the forms span several phases without any break. This group is composed of three
Bowls and three Jars that have been found with no distinct inclination to either side: twenty-nine pieces
belong to the Bowl forms, and twenty-six pieces to the Jar forms. The second pattern includes "Shallow
bowls with straight vessel walls" [E + 2, r) and "Jars with short everted necks" [A4 + 3]. Both forms are
concentrated in the further later phase corresponding to the Early or Late post-Ubaid phase. The last
pattern includes "Cup-like vessels" [D + l, r] which will be described as a functional variation below.
Attributes
A number of distinctive attributes in Kashkashok pottery are suitable for dating purposes: production
technology, surface treatment, tempered materials, and painted motifs or technique. The method of
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pottery manufacture is a particularly good device for arranging the elements of each example or form on a
time scale. The use of a turning device during the process of treating the surface or painting a motif is
often seen in the Northern Ubaid: many examples display parallel finger striations on the rim surface and
circular bands or simple repetitive filling patterns on the exterior surface [Akkermans 1988b: 186; Nissen
1989: 248]. Almost ail the pottery from the Early and Late Northern Ubaid phases, however, is
hand-made, not wheel-made using a fast turning or throwing wheel. Coil- or ring-building is usually applied
when constructing a vessel wall, which might sometimes be accompanied by the use of a slow turning
device for securing a certain shape. The combined manufacturing process of building a vessel wall by a
coiling or ringing technique and securing shape by a slow turning device can be suggested from the Terminal
Ubaid pottery of Kashkashok as well as Gawra XI1A, XII [Tobler 1950: 146; Porada, Hansen, and Dunham
1992: 93). At a further later phase, the Late post-Ubaid, the manufacturing technique of building a vessel
changes: the shape is thrown from a lump of clay by using a fast turning wheel, though true examples are
rare in the phase [Akkermans 1988c: 289; Schwartz 1988: appendix 3]. Evidence for the use of a fast
turning wheel has not been recovered from the tombs at Kashkashok, which indicates that a latest phase at
this site (to which the pottery as funerary objects belongs) may be regarded as the end of the Early
post-Ubaid phase or the beginning of the Late post-Ubaid phase. Some examples, however, appear to
have been made by a combination of ring-building and a slow-turning device (PLs. 86-9, 89-6, 14, 90-7).
The inner base of the pottery vessels is generally thumb-pressed with a diameter of about 1.0 cm, and the
inner surface of the lower bodies is traced by parallel finger striations. The fact that no joints between the
clay rings is seen on the lower bodies confirms the suggestion that a combined technique of pottery
manufacture was applied to those examples, unlike others from Kashkashok which often show the joints on
the lower bodies.
The surface treatment of the pottery is also a useful indicator of some phases. The scraping
technique is seen at many sites in northern Mesopotamia, especially from Leilan VIb to V, IV [Schwartz
1988: 73, 75] and from Hammam IVC to VA [Akkermans 1988b: 194-95; 1988c: 297], representing the
Late Northern Ubaid to Early and Late post-Ubaid phases. At these sites, scraping using a hard
instrument is observed on the exterior surface of the lower body or near the base; furthermore, the
technique is widely distributed from southeastern Anatolia to northern Syria and Mesopotamia, along the
extension of the Northern Ubaid culture (Brown 1967: 132; Schwartz 1988: 73]. This distinctive
treatment in the Late Northern Ubaid and subsequent phases enables the placing of similar examples from
Kashkashok within these phases. In this paper, some vessels have been arranged sequentially according
to form by applying supplementary distinctive attributes (PL. 86-13, 14, etc.), others can be confirmed or
rearranged by using that attribute positively: matching it with a previous seriation (PLs. 86-11, 89-5, 6,
90-7, 92-5) and providing useful information on an unclear sequence which is enclosed by large round
brackets in the figure 23 (PL. 87-3, 5, 6: Hemispherical bowls [C + 3); PL. 89-12, 13: Globular jars with
round bases [A3+3c, rj; PLs. 89-16, 17, 90-2, 3: Globular jars with flat bases [A3+3C, f]). The latter
information enables samples to be assigned to the Late Northern Ubaid or subsequent phase.
Burnishing is a conspicuous technique among surface treatments. Vessels with a burnished surface
are characteristic of Gawra XIA, XI, XA [Tobler 1950: 152, 155] and Hammam VB [Akkermans 1988c:
297], but rare in the cemetery at Arpachiyah [Mallowan and Rose 1935: 71-72]. The outstanding
technique seen in "Red burnished ware" seems to be restricted to the Early post-Ubaid phase. Some
similar examples from Kashkashok may confirm or rearrange the position of these vessels in each sequence,
as with the previous attribute. Some vessels are suitable for the comparative sequence: PL. 92-9 (Small
pottery). Moreover, PL. 91-3 (Jar with high neck) and PL. 91-8 (Jar with double loop handles), which
have been faintly ascribed by the analysis above, probably equate to the Early post-Ubaid phase12'.
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The tempered materials are manifold in the sites and in all phases or periods in northern Mesopotamia;
the detailed description of temper materials sometimes gives us diverse groups to which the pottery vessels
concerned may be assigned. There is, however, only one remarkable trend towards straw and grit temper
from the Late Northern Ubaid phase. In particular, a rapid change from mineral temper to vegetable
temper has been observed at the beginning of Hammam IVC (Akkermans 1988b: 189]; moreover, another
gentler change from vegetable temper to mineral temper (lime or calcite) occurs around the end of
Hammam VA and the beginning of Hammam VB [Akkermans 1988c: 292]. The former trend towards
straw and grit temper is also known from Leilan VIb and Brak XX1I-XX (Late Ubaid), which may have been
succeeded to "Chaff faced or tempered vessels" in the post-Ubaid (Umk) phases [Fielden 1981: 105, Fig.
4; J. Oates 1987a: 196-97; Schwartz 1988: 72, appendix 3).
At Kashkashok too, the same tendency towards straw and grit temper is easily observable, though a
single temper is visible in exceptional samples. In one group of straw temper, some vessels belong to the
Early Northern Ubaid phase (PLs. 89-3, 90-14, 91-4) and others to the Terminal Ubaid or the Early
post-Ubaid (PLs. 90-8, 9, 12, 13, 91-8, 9, 92-9). According to the positive application of the temper
attribute for sequential position, specimens belonging to an uncertain phase might therefore be ascribed to
either the Early Northern Ubaid phase, or the Terminal Ubaid or Early post-Ubaid phase: the former
includes PLs. 86-1, 87-3?, 89-10, and the latter FLs. 86-11?, 87-13, 89-5, 90-6, 92-5, 7, 8. A second
group with only grit-temper, moreover, is recognized in the following forms: Hemispherical bowls [C + 3]
(PL. 87-7), Shallow bowls with straight vessel walls (E + 2, r) (87-12), Jars with overhanging rims (A5+
3] (90-15), and uncertain (92-13). The first three examples are the most distinctive respectively of all
examples in each form. These vessels are distinguished by several attributes: PL. 87-7 negative painting,
PL. 87-12 burnished surface and blackish color, PL. 90-15 finely burnished surface. However, there is a
problem in the application of the distinctive attribute (grit temper) to rearrange samples that have already
been seriated in the sequence by the comparative analysis above: the first in the Late Northern Ubaid
phase, but the last two in the post-Ubaid phases. It is, thus, not as easy as the previous attributes to
rearrange both the vessels in the same phase, because the time difference between the former and the
latter is fairly long. Furthermore, vessels with several kinds of temper (combined temper) are associated
within the same tomb, for example straw tempered and grit tempered: PLs. 90-9 and 87-12 (Til); 92-11
and 92-13 (Till). Such evidence stresses the point that temper attribute is less valid for making clear
distinctions between several phases.
The last attribute concerns painted motifs or technique. With some exceptions the painted vessels of
Kashkashok appear in almost all forms. The most common design is a curvilinear pattern between
horizontal bands. Undulating bands or hanging semicircles characterize the Northern Ubaid painted
pattern. At the site too, there is a trend towards bold painted motifs which include some geometrical
patterns. Unpainted pottery has also been reported: Open bowls with straight vessel walls (D + 2, f),
Shallow bowls with straight vessel walls [E + 2, rj, Jars with wide shoulders [A3 + 3b], Jars with high necks
[A6 + 3], and Jars with single loop handles. These vessels are not concentrated within a certain phase but
occur occasionally through several phases.
2) Regional variation
The most distinctive forms of the pottery found at Kashkashok, in comparison to other sites, are "Jars
with short everted necks" (A4 + 3] and "Jars with double loop handles," which are particularly important in
certain phases. PL. 90-8, 9 of the former group closely resemble in shape and ware the "Red burnished
ware" from Tell Brak on the same tributary, the Khabur. This vessel shape is also very common at Tepe
Gawra and Tell Musharifa in the Tigris valley. At the first site "Ring-based pots with globular bodies and
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sharply angled, flaring rims" seems to have been most popular between Strata X to IX [Tobler 1950: 158],
According to the time difference between the Khabur (Early post-Ubaid) and the Tigris (Late post-Ubaid or
Gawra), it is suggested, therefore, that one attribute of surface treatment (red burnishing) may have been
connected with another, that of distinctive shape (short everted neck), around the Khabur tributary
region13', resulting in the production of "Jars with short everted necks" (with a red-burnished surface).
This particular shape, then, would be distributed into the neighboring region, the Tigris valley.
The next form, "Jars with double loop handles" has, on the previous analysis, also turned out to be
characteristic of the Terminal Ubaid. The vessel form includes one morphological trend in the degenera
tion of double loop handles from the Early Northern Ubaid (Ubaid 3a) which have been seen at Hammam
IVA and Thalathat XIV, and a second in the trend towards a larger painted geometric motif composed of
interweaving triangles and semicircles developed from the Early Northern Ubaid, which may have origin in
the Southern Ubaid 3a as at Ras al 'Amiya. The special assignment of this form of combination of shape
and design to the northern chronological table has yet to be examined more carefully.
In addition, among those meaningful attributes useful in constructing a sequence of changing shapes
concerning "Bowls with sharply incurved vessel walls" [Al, A2+3) and "Bowls with incurved vessel walls"
[B+3], is a set relation between outrolled rim and low-located carination (PL. 86-4). The combination of
these two characteristic attributes first appears in Hammam IVC, IVD [Akkermans 1988b: PLs. 86-216,
93-281], though the "bead rim" or outrolled rim is a common trait throughout the Hammam IV sequence;
the bead rims probably constitute a ceramic trait which is basically Syrian [Akkermans 1988b: 208, 221].
A similar form is also found in Leilan VIb (Stratum 52a) [Schwartz 1988: Fig. 66-1] and in Gawra XII
[Tobler 1950: PL. LXXIX-f]. PL. 86-4, thus, seems to represent an intermediate stage of development
between the combination of outrolled or bead rim and low-carination in "Bowls with (sharply) incurved
vessel walls" and may have been distributed from the Balikh tributary to the Tigris valley through the
Khabur tributary in the Terminal Ubaid phase. Similar vessel forms may have developed into ones with
"Closed Slightly Inverted Concave Beaded" rims at Leilan V (Strata 52-45) [Schwartz 1988: Fig. 59} and
the "Casserole" at Tell Brak (Level 10, 9) [J. Oates 1986: Fig. 1-3, 4] in the Khabur region.
In contrast, many forms have never been recovered at Kashkashok, in particular the "Beaker." No
similar form has yet been seen at the site, though examples have been reported from both the early and late
phases in Arpachiyah [Mallowan and Rose 1935: Figs. 31-5, 6, 33-10, 36-1, 2). In non-burial contexts,
comparable specimens are known from Gawra XIII, XII [Tobler 1950: PL. CXXIX], Thalathat XIII [Fukai,
Horiuchi, and Matsutani 1970: PL. 71-19], LeilanVIb (Stratum 57) [Schwartz 1988; Fig. 63-1], and Brak
XXI (Late Ubaid) [J. Oates 1987a: Fig. 3-14]; all these belong to the Late Northern Ubaid phase. No
example, furthermore, has been reported from Hammam [Akkermans 1988b: 225]. From this evidence
we suggest that, while the Kashkashok site is situated in one region where "Beakers" were intentionally
excluded from burial objects, Arpachiyah is located in another where this vessel form was consciously
selected as a burial good. It is possible, therefore, that this conspicuous difference in selecting a certain
form as a funerary object could also indicate a regional variation between the Khabur and the Tigris.
At the same time, the absence of a certain attribute can also be described as a useful indicator of
regional variation. There are no find of ring bases in the Kashkashok tombs or related contexts. A trend
towards the use of the ring base, however, appeared in Stratum XIII at Gawra, becoming popular in the
subsequent phase (Stratum XII) [Tobler 1950: 140, 146]; some vessels with ring bases have been found in
graves in Stratum XII [Tobler 1950: PL. CXXXIV-248, 250). Ring bases are rarely found at Leilan VI
and Hammam IV, with no increase in the base in the succeeding periods [Schwartz 1988: 51, 55, 75;
Akkermans 1988b: 226; 1988c: 310], At Brak too, no conspicuous ring base trend has ever been
recognized from the Ubaid to post-Ubaid periods; however, small ring bases are characteristic of the later
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ED deposits [J. Oates 1986: 260, Fig. 4]. There is, moreover, no sample of a ring base at Arpachiyah,
except for one vessel from TT 3 [Mallowan and Rose 1935: 71]. This information on the presence of ring
bases leads us to propose the difference between the Khabur or Balikh tributary and the Tigris valley,
though the absence of ring base at the Arpachiyah cemetery may be considered as a difference of time.
The attribute of painting motif or technique is as important as the forms. Although the undulating or
related patterns are the most popular among Kashkashok, other notable painting patterns are also seen:
water drops, triangles or related patterns, and circles. In particular, the last design is very interesting for
its negative motifs: a horizontal row of six circles (PLs. 86-9, 87-7) and a concentric circle (PL. 90-11).
These motifs seems to be closely related to examples reported from Tell Brak XXII-XX (Late Ubaid) [J.
Oates 1987a; Fig. 2). If the use of a symbol such as the decorative motif of the human eye suggests an
existence of a cult [D. Oates 1987: 176; Porada, Hansen, and Dunham 1992: 96), it could be assumed that
the Kashkashok species had a special meaning for some kind of ritual in the Later or Terminal Ubaid phase.
The ritual or cult network would have had connections in the Khabur region consisting of Tell Brak, Tell
Kashkashok, and so forth. A proper interpretation, however, has yet to be executed, because of the little
information at this stage.
3) Functional variation
"Deep plates" are one of the most common vessel forms found as funerary objects in Kashkashok141.
Vessels resembling "Deep plates" [E + 2, f] are distinctive in other burial contexts [Alckermans 1988b:
225; Porada, Hansen, and Dunham 1992: 90], This form is often associated with burial ums, graves or
tombs. While some related to burial ums were used as lids to cover the urns [Jasim 1985: 114-15, Fig.
164), others related to graves or tombs were buried as funerary objects in the graves or tombs ^Mallowan
and Rose 1935: 46, Fig. 32; Tobler 1950: PL. CIII-5]. This latter custom is popular at Kashkashok.
Evidence of the association between this vessel form and graves or tombs as burial goods has rarely been
reported from other sites in non-burial contexts: Hammam, Leilan, Thalathat, and Gawra. It is assumed,
therefore, that "Deep plates," as funerary objects, are related to burial customs characteristic of the
Northern Ubaid culture.
In addition, similar vessels have been found from Ubaid'graves in Tell Songor A (Form j: Large open
bowl with flattish base and straight sides; Form k: Large open bowl with flattish base and slightly out-tumed
sides) (Kamada and Ohtsu 1991: Fig. 7], but these examples have slightly round bases. Furthermore, at
Eridu, instead of "Deep plates," "Shallow bowls" are very common as tomb goods [Safar, Mustafa, and
Lloyd 1981: 158], Many kinds of motifs are painted on the everted and flattened rim of these "Shallow
bowls." Some of the designs are comparable to those (scallops or sweeping bands) painted on the inner
surface of "Deep plates" which have been found at the Northern Ubaid sites. This evidence supports the
suggestion proposed above.
On the other hand, no example of "Double-mouthed jars" has been uncovered from any tombs or
related contexts at Kashkashok. This form is known from other sites: Gawra XIII, XIA-IX [Tobler 1950:
PLs. CXXI-221, CXLIII-356, CXLVIII-434], Thalathat XIV, III (Fukai, Horiuchi, and Matsutani 1970:
PL. 75-19; Egami 1958: Fig. 50-5], and Leilan VIb (Stratum 52a) [Schwartz 1988: Fig. 66-11]. All these
vessels are excavated only from non-burial contexts; specimens similar to this form have been reported
from the area outside the cemetery at Arpachiyah [Mallowan and Rose 1935: Fig. 41-18]. In addition, at
Kashkashok similar pieces have been found from a feature (Pit 5, fill} belonging to Layer 1, and from debris
at the southwestern edge of the mound (PL. 94-11, 14). This accumulated evidence strongly indicates
that, although different from "Beakers," the "Double-mouthed jars" were used in ancient daily life. Thus,
while the presence or not of the latter form may show differences between contexts, it does not show
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regional diversity among the tributaries or valleys.
Among the vessel forms found as funerary objects, furthermore, one is remarkable for its long
temporal distribution: "Cup-like vessels" [D + l, r] are found from the Early Northern Ubaid phase (PL.
87-9, 10) and the Terminal Ubaid phase (PL. 87-11). This evidence of continuity of vessel forms through
various phases suggests the hypothesis that "water drops" motifs similar to those painted on the surface of
PL. 87-10, 11 may have been inherited from the earlier to later phases. While the normal manufacturing
technology of ring-building has been applied to the former vessel, a combined technology of ring-building and
slow-turning device has been applied to the latter. If discrimination between production technologies were
useful in distinguishing phases, the painted moth's on the former variant of the form might have been
intentionally transferred to the latter variant. A few other motifs could be viewed as providing similar
proof of the transference of an earlier trend or fashion: negative circles (from PLs. 87-7 to 86-9), sweeping
bands (PL. 88-1, 2, 3 to 88-4), and triangles {PLs. 91-1 to 90-6). This surmised inheritance leads us to
believe that a certain motif painted on a particular vessel may have been selected as a kind of symbol or
representation.
A similar situation has been reported from the Gawra tombs: the painted bowls, which are identical in
shape and decoration with a bowl from Stratum XIIA [Tobler 1950: PL. CXXXIH-235], were discovered in
tombs (G36-68, G36-150) belonging to Stratum XI or XIA; the bowls express either later imitations or
carry-overs of a type which is characteristic of earlier strata [Tobler 1950: 79-80]. The former conjecture
seems to fit the situation at Kashkashok. This distinctive tendency towards inheriting motifs from earlier
phases has been observed especially in the burial context at Kashkashok and Gawra within which vessels
with characteristic motifs have been found as funerary objects. It can be assumed, therefore, that the
phenomenon of functional variation might lead to the long temporal distribution of certain forms or motifs.
6. Testing results
1) Set relations
Having described the characteristics which the pottery forms or examples represent themselves, now
let us turn to the situations in which they are located. As the Kashkashok site is a cemetery, some vessels
are associated with each other within the same tomb; others are buried as the sole funerary object. This
association or set relation of vessels belonging to different forms enables us to examine the reliability of the
relative chronology which has been analysed above. The association leads to two results:, while some
vessels found in the same tomb are ascribed to the same phase, others are ascribed to different phases.
The tombs of the former case are the following:
Early Northern T3 (PLs. 87-9, 10, 89-1, 90-5, 91-5?)
Ubaid: T24 (PLs. 86-2, 91-1, 4) [Al + 3]
T26 (PL. 89-3, 10)
T121 (PLs. 86-8?, 90-14)
[A3+3c, r]
[A5+3]
[A5+3][A6+3]
[A5+3] [B + 3]
[D + l, r][E + 2, f]
[E + 2, f]
Late Northern
Ubaid:
T101 (PLs. 86-5, 91-10)
T108 (PLs. 87-7, 92-6?)
Till (PLs. 88-1, 92-11)
T115 (PLs. 86-7, 89-12)
T118 (PLs. 86-6, 87-4, 89-9?)
T127 (PLs. 88-2, 91-7?)
[A3 + 3c, r]
[A3+3c, r]
[B+3)
[C + 3]
[B+3]
[B+3] [C+3]
[E+2, f]
[E+2, f]
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T123 (PLs. 88-2, 90-3, 92-12?) (A3+3c, f]
(Late or Terminal) T117 (PLs. 89-5, 92-7) [A3 + 3b]
T10 (PLs. 86-11, 92-8)
;E + 2, f]
Terminal Northern
T18 (PLs. 86-4, 88-4, 89-11?, 91-2?)
[A2 + 3] [A3 + 3c, r](A5+3]
T136 (PLs. 86-9, 90-6?) [A5+3] [B+3]
Early post-Ubaid: T4 (PLs. 87-13, 90-8)
Til (PLs. 87-12?, 90-9)
T116 (PLs. 90-15, 91-3, 92-2?)
[E + 2, f]
[E + 2, r]
[E + 2, r]
[A5+3][A6 + 3]
The result confirms the previous seriation based on comparative analysis. Tombs with funerary
objects ascribed to different phases are as follows:
T6: Late Ubaid {PLs. 87-2)/Late Ubaid-Early post-Ubaid? (90-4)
T9: Late Ubaid (PLs. 87-l)/Early post-Ubaid (90-12)
T13: Terminal Ubaid (PLs. 91-9)/Early post-Ubaid (92-9)
T107: Late Ubaid {PLs. 86-10)/Terminal Ubaid (89-14)
T109: Terminal Ubaid (PLs. 89-6, 91-8)/Early post-Ubaid (89-4)
The latter examples should be further analysed to clarify the situation, although all the evidence points
to slight differences in phases between the vessel forms in the tomb. These tombs with vessels that are
ascribed to various phases should be analysed in relation to the tomb's structure and chronological setting.
2) Overlapping
Furthermore, it is necessary to verify the above results because of the overlapping relationship
between tombs. The information is as follow [from later> earlier):
T7: (no finds)
>T10: Late-Terminal Ubaid (PLs. 86-11, 92-8}
>T118: Late Ubaid (PLs. 86-6, 87-4, 89-9?)
>T121: Early Ubaid (PLs. 86-8?, 90-14)
T17: (no finds)
>T3: Early Ubaid (PLs. 87-9, 10, 89-1, 90-5, 91-5?)
T109: Terminal Ubaid-Early post-Ubaid (PLs. 89-6, 91-8, 89-4)
>T113: (a bone object)
T114: (a lapis lazuli bead)
>T116: Early post-Ubaid (PLs. 90-15, 91-3, 92-2?)
>T115: Late Ubaid (PLs. 86-7, 89-12)
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T128: Late post-Ubaid (PL. 86-13)
>T136: Terminal Ubaid (PLs. 86-9, 90-6?)
T131: Late Ubaid (PL. 90-11)
>T132: Late Ubaid (PL. 90-10)
T133: (no finds)
>T106: (no finds)
>T20: Late Ubaid (PL. 90-2)
T110: (no finds)
>northern tomb: Terminal Ubaid-Early post-Ubaid (PL. 92-5)
>T107: Late-Terminal Ubaid (PLs. 86-10, 89-14)
All the evidence of overlapping tombs, lacking contradictory associations, would be suitable for the
comparative analysis mentioned above, which provides assurance and confidence. All the problems
concerning the relative sequence of the tombs, nevertheless, have yet to be solved.
Conclusions
Several consequences arise from the interpretations discussed above. First, it is proposed that the
pottery vessels recovered form the tombs and related contexts at Tell Kashkashok range from the Early
Northern Ubaid phase (Ubaid 3b) to the Late post-Ubaid phase (Late Uruk or Gawra). No distinctive
break can be observed; the development of morphological or other attributes is gradual and without any
abrupt changes.
Second, regarding regional variation, the Khabur tributary or region to which the Kashkashok site
belongs can be separated from the Tigris and Balikh tributaries or regions. The former region represents
an independent variety not only in the presence of some pottery forms and painted motifs, but also in the
absence or rarity of others, that might produce a kind of social boundary within which the material culture as
seen in assemblages were unified under a certain pattern or meaning.
Last, the burial context of Tell Kashkashok has provided, as expected, not only the reliable sequence
for a relative chronology and the evident distribution for a regional or tributary variation, but also the
important suggestion of functional characteristics: votive form and inherited motif. In particular, other
comparable examples for explaining the inheritance of certain motifs should be collected together, and their
purpose must be carefully inferred. At the same time, a tomb chronology has to be constructed, and then,
compared with the pottery chronology.
Nevertheless, there are some problems in using the distinctive attributes, the material and technologi
cal aspect of the Northern Ubaid culture, to clarify the social and economic aspect of this culture. For
example, the method of vessel manufacture by using a turning device, which might be combined with the
ring building method and applied as a way of fixing a certain shape, is not a prime factor or independent
parameter for explaining cultural development, but a representation of a changing mode derived from
progress, where some phenomena are described. There remains for us an important theme: the
connection during the process of development between the complexity of the production and the complexity
of the society151. The stage when the device was introduced into pottery production, moreover, may
possibly differ between sites or regions (tributary). The reason for the introduction of the new technology
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may have come from some social or economic demands: it is not necessary for those demands to have
occurred simultaneously in the diverse regions, unless there was anything to attract the different sites or
regions. The attractive substance has yet to be clarified.
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1) The "post-Ubaid" period is paralleled to the "Unik" period in southern Mesopotamia; the former period included slightly
different cultural elements from the southern "Uruk". Although in a pervious report [Koizumi 1991) the term "Unik" was
applied to the period that was the subsequent one to the Northern Ubaid period, which is contemporary with the southern
Uruk period, the former term will alternate with the "post-Ubaid" in this paper. The term "Uruk" applied in the previous
paper really represents the cultural assemblages of the "post-Ubaid" period in northern Mesopotamia; it is considered,
however, that the latter term expresses the contents more precisely, in order to prevent the situation that both periods of
northern and southern might be hastily mistaken for the same.
2) The excavated stratigraphy is so diverse that we are going to apply a sequence, XIV to I.
3) Of course, such gradient degrees are conveniently given in the expectation of better representing the degree to which the
mouth of the vessel opens. It is, therefore, possible that another gradient degree might be set up for much better results.
4) The point of jointing can be regard as "comer" or "inflection" point: the former is an abrupt change in the orientation of a
vessel wall and the latter is the change in the direction of curvature of two parts of the vessel [Rice 1987; 217-19].
5) It is true that this variable is qualitative, not quantitative, at this stage, but is would be a more precise measurement for "the
state of the body's profile".
6] Ring base or others could be considered as variants of the variable, but here only two variants are selected because of their
presence in the Kashikashok example.
7) For example it is suggested that a tomb chronology may be constructed by its "relative level", that is a level of the tomb's
bottom relative to others. I will deal with more detailed contents for this sequence.
8) A specimen with fiat base, did indeed appear in Ciawra XVIII as well as one with a round base, but the proportion of the former
to the latter is very small in an early phase such as Gawra XVIII.
9) The distinctive motif is usually restricted to the Ubaid 4 phase, but I dare suggest from the comparative analysis that the
example needs to be compared not only in deisgn respect, but possibly in "form" or "combination of form and design".
10) The "bowls with flat bases and expanding sides" at Gawra XIA [Tobler 1950: PL. CXLI-328. 330] and "fiat-based open
bowls" at Brak (Early Uruk fill) [J. Oates 1987a: 194, Fig. 3-9] might have developed into the wide "flower pot" (J. Oates
1985: 176-77; Porada, Nissen. and Dunham 1992: 96].
11) Similar examples have been recovered at Tell Abada I (earlier Ubaid phase) in middle Mesopotamia [Jasim 1985: Fig. 164-a,
b,fi).
12) Nevertheless, it could also be proposed that the burnishing technique was distributed in the Late Northern Ubaid phase,
because many pieces with burnished surfaces have been found in northern Ubaid sites.
13) As the definitive combination of sharply everted rim and red burnished surface has also been reported from Grai Resh VI-IX
[Lloyd 1940: 19, Fig. 7-11] and Sakce Gozii IVA [du Plat-Taylor, Seton-Williams, and Waechter 1950; 96], the precise origin
of the combination should be researched with careful consideration for cross-dating of the stratigraphic relation.
14) The "Jars with overhanging rims" are also distinguishable from other vessel forms: the form has characterstic painted motifs on
the body that have rarely been observed on others; the form is rarely associated with "Deep plates" in the same tomb, except
of PLs. 90-5 (T3) and 91-2 (T1H).
15) This assumption has been suggested [Nissen 1989: 248, 253-54 (discussion)]. Furthermore, we need strategies beyond
orthodox chronology which approach developing modes of pottery production responding to the changing demands of society
[Akkermans 1988a; 129], and socio-political developments transpiring in a particular region which relate to the dynamics of
interregional economic or social network [Schwartz 1982; 349, 351].
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